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Recent studies have pointed out the importance and 
consistency of pay and related financial benefits as a dimen-
sion of job satisfaction. However, three questions present 
themselves: 
1. What are the factors that determine the pay an 
employee receives? 
2. What are the factors which determine an employee's 
satisfaction with his pay? 
3. How do these factors differ in their relation to 
pay and pay satisfaction for different employee groups? 
This study was designed to answer these questions. 
Eleven thousand, one-hundred fifty-six employees from three 
different work groups responded to a Porter-type questionn-
aire indicating their perceived level of present pay and how 
much they thought it should be. The difference between these 
scores was taken as a measure of pay satisfaction. Demogra-
phic characteristics of the respondents were also recorded. 
Multiple correlation and regression analysis revealed that, 
in general, variables such as age, tenure, job level and level 
of education were highly related to the determination of one's 
wages, but were not significantly related to one's satisfac-
tion with his earnings. The only variable showing even a 
modest relationship with pay satisfaction was pay itself. 
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Generally, within any work group, those paid highest were 
the most satisfied with their income. It was also shown that 
samples of hourly, salaried-nonsupervisory, and managerial 
employees may not be assumed to come from the same population. 
Important group differences between these samples exist. In 
addition, sex differences appear to have a moderating effect 
on pay satisfaction. A conceptual model concerning the rela-
tionship between pay, pay satisfaction and job performance 
was developed based on a "path-goal" hypothesis. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
After reviewing the programmatic history of the organ-
ization research conducted by the University of Michigan 
Survey Research Center, Kahn (1960) states without qualifi-
cation, "productivity and job satisfaction do not necessarily 
go together." The same conclusion was reached by Brayfield 
and Crockett (1955) in their well-known systematic review of 
the literature. Although Herzberg and his associates took a 
somewhat more optimistic view of the empirical evidence in 
their review of the same literature (Herzberg, Mausner, 
Peterson, and Capwell, 1957), one conclusion is obvious from 
all three of these reviews--there is not the strong, perva-
sive relationship between job satisfaction and productivity 
that many people have felt to be the case (Porter and Lawler, 
1968). The latest review of the job satisfaction literature 
(Vroom, 1964) supports this conclusion. 
With the above consideration in mind, Kahn goes on to 
report that the results of the Survey Research Center work 
suggest that the concept "job satisfaction" contains several 
independent dimensions; both with respect to its determinants 
and its consequences. Thus, Kahn calls for the development 
of theoretical models of morale and job satisfaction reflect-
ing this dimensionality, and research into these basic dimen- 
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sions in the work situation. 
Pay as a Dimension of Job Satisfaction  
One of the most consistent dimensions found to emerge 
in the recent deluge of factor analytic studies of job satis-
faction involves pay and closely related financial benefits 
(Ash, 1954; Dabas, 1958; Ewen, 1964; Gordon, 1955; Harrison, 
1961; Hulin and Locke, 1963; King, 1960; Malinovsky and Barry, 
1965; Rettig, 1960; Richardson and Blocker, 1963; Will and 
King, 1965; Wherry, 1958). The importance of this factor has 
been demonstrated in several investigations. Ronan (1967), 
for instance, found salary to be the major reason for leaving 
and organization among administrative, professional and cler-
ical personnel. In a study of 1,000 bank and savings and 
loan association employees, Phelan (1969) systematically 
investigated differential need satisfaction in terms of a 
Maslow-type system. Among the eight need categories (security, 
social, esteem, autonomy, self-actualization, pay, informa-
tion, and pressure needs), financial reward was regarded by 
both males and females as the least fulfilled need at all 
work levels (top, middle and low management, technician, and 
clerk). Georgopoulos, Mahoney and Jones (1957) had 722 work-
ers from two plants rank ten job related items in order of 
their importance. Results showed that while "getting along 
well with work group" was given the highest mean rank in 
importance (4.5), two financially related items, "more money 
in the long run" and "promotion to a higher base rate" ranked 
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second with the same mean rank; 5.1. Another example of the 
importance of wages to job satisfaction is reported in a 
survey conducted by the National Industrial Conference Board 
(Raube, 1947). Seventy-one morale related items were presen-
ted to all non-supervisory personnel in 6 different plants 
located in 5 different states and manufacturing 5 different 
products. Plant size ranged from 190 to 2,300 non-supervi-
sory employees, The results showed that among the 71 items 
listed, "compensation (base pay)" was considered the most 
important job aspect by 8.7% of all cooperating employees. 
Only "job security" showed a higher percentage of first place 
selection (30.6%). In addition, 27.9% of the employees ranked 
compensation within the top five most important items affect-
ing morale. This was third behind "job security" (44.7%) and 
" opportunities for advancement" (30.7%). In this same report; 
Raube presents a list of 32 factors furnished the Conference 
Board by C. Stech of Stech Associates, New York, and repre-
senting the relative importance of each factor based on 
attitude surveys of "several thousand employees in 13 differ-
ent organizations." "Fair pay for work done" was listed as 
the most important factor. In England, Wilkins (1949), while 
investigating the "incentives" of young workers, asked 300 
males, aged 18-19 to rank eight items concerning jobs in order 
of their importance for them. Of the eight items (Prospects, 
Security, Variety, Efficient Organization, Workmates, Hours, 
Pay, and Leave), pay was ranked second only to "friendly 
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workmates." Studies in India, however, have shown income to 
be rated as the most important factor of job satisfaction 
(Ganguli, 1957a, 1957b). 
After reviewing the factor analytic literature of the 
dimensions of job satisfaction, Ronan (1970) concludes that, 
although differences by occupational groups occur, these 
studies agree on work itself, advancement, pay and benefits, 
supervision, and co-workers as important in determining job 
satisfaction--usually in that order. Goodwin (1969) found 
similar factors when he investigated the general goals 
Americans expect to fulfill through work and the factors that 
influence satisfaction and dissatisfaction on the job. Using 
a self-anchoring scale, each respondent was asked to describe 
in his own words the attributes of an ideal job and then, the 
worst possible job. The worker was also asked to rate his 
present job along a 10-point scale from the ideal to the 
worst job which he had described. The respondent then indi-
cated why he did not make his rating of his job higher and 
why he did not make it lower. Content analysis of the 
responses revealed the following results: 
to Forty -three percent of the employees mentioned 
"good financial reward" as an ideal attribute of a job 
(N = 1136). This was second only to "enjoyment of work" at 
72 per cent. 
2. "Inadequate financial reward" was a topic of 27 
per cent of the worst attributes of a job (N = 1135). This 
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was second only to "dislike one's work" (48%). 
3. "Good financial reward" was listed by 33 per cent 
of the general work force as a positive aspect of their 
present job (N = 1000). This was once again second to 
"enjoyment of work" (37%). 
4. The item most frequently mentioned as a negative 
aspect of present job was "bad financial reward in present 
job" having been mentioned by 32% of the sample (N = 1000). 
Finally, in what this author considers one of the most 
thorough and complete investigations into employee attitudes, 
Evans and Laseau (1950) found wages, salary and benefits 
derived from them to be the most often mentioned theme in 
174,854 letters written by employees of General Motors on the 
topic "My Job and Why I Like It." The theme "the income I 
get and the things it provides for me and my family" was 
mentioned in 52.2 per cent of the entries. 
In short, there seems to be ample evidence to indicate 
that in certain circumstances, wages can be a significantly 
important empirical factor in determining job satisfaction. 
W2esand Productivity  
The literature with respect to the effectiveness of 
wages as an incentive to work abounds with controversy and 
contradiction (Rothe, 1960), In addition, as pointed out 
in Porter and Lawler (1963), it is surprising that so little 
research on the incentiveness of wages has been done, Sal-
aries are one of the largest expenses for any organization, 
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yet few organizations have attempted to systematically inves-
tigate how effectively they are spending their money. It is 
equally as curious that psychologists have not attempted to 
study the psychological aspects of compensation' since the 
basic assumption--that pay motivates people to work--is a 
psychological one (Haire, Ghiselli & Porter, 1963). 
Historically, it was a common assumption that man 
worked for pay alone. This was fostered by the conceptuali-
zation of "economic man" as a creature who uses his reason 
primarily to calculate the amount of satisfaction he may 
obtain from the smallest amount of effort expended; and 
" satisfaction" is derived only from money (Brown, 1954). 
This concept of man's motivational referents led to an 
abundance of effort in designing and installing a great 
variety of incentive plans during the early part of this cen-
tury. When these plans showed little in the way of results, 
disillusionment set in. When this disillusionment was capped 
by the Western Electric Studies at their Hawthorne Plant, 
" economic man" was dead. 
The Hawthorne Studies clearly indicated that factors 
other than pay had a great influence on productivity. The 
major indication was that social relations had a decisive 
motivating force (Mayo, 1945). This ushered in the "human 
relations" movement, During this era the emphasis was on 
" social man" and his apparent need to associate with his 
fellow workers. Money as a motivator was almost totally 
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excluded. 
Not long into the "human relations" movement a theory 
presented by Maslow (1943) began to enter motivational circles. 
Maslow has suggested that the needs which motivate man are 
arranged in a hierarchy. At the bottom of this hierarchy 
are maintenance needs such as food, water, safety and physi-
cal comfort. As these needs are met one moves up the hierar-
chy attempting to fulfill social needs, esteem needs, and 
finally to needs for autonomy and self-actualization. Maslow's 
basic tenet is that as the lower order needs become relative-
ly satisfied, they cease to be important as motivators and 
an individual strives to satisfy the higher order needs. This 
has led to a picture of "self-actualizing" man that has en-
joyed wide acceptance and application in theories of motiva-
tion during recent years. It obtains favor in its ability to 
account for the failure of pay as an incentive. If it is 
assumed that pay satisfies primarily lower order needs, as many 
theorists do, and that in our present society the vast 
majority of working individuals receive an income adequate to 
satisfy such needs, then pay is relatively unimportant. Pay 
can not be a motivator if it is not important (Porter and 
Lawler, 1968). But the key point on which this assumption 
is based is that pay satisfies primarily lower order needss. 
The validity of this assumption has come under serious 
question. 
Analyzing explanations by respondents as to why events 
on the job caused favorable or unfavorable feelings, Myers 
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(1964) discovered that pay contributed to the higher order 
needs for achievement and recognition. Recent studies have 
also revealed that wages remain significantly important to high-
paid managers despite their relatively greater potential for 
satisfying lower order needs. Porter (1961), in a study of 
278 employees at the bottom and middle levels of management, 
showed that more importance was attached to the amount of pay 
received than to the amount of autonomy, esteem, or social 
need fulfillment. In a similar study, Phelan (1969), found 
that, even though mean need fulfillment deficiencies decreased 
as job level increased from clerk to top management, finan-
cial rewards were perceived as the least fulfilled needs at 
all work levels. That is, the need for financial renumeration 
was less well satisfied than Maslow's needs of security, 
social, esteem, autonomy or self-actualization. 
Studies attempting to relate productivity directly to 
pay have provided contradictory and inconclusive evidence. 
However, many studies do suggest a positive relationship be-
tween these variables provided workers perceive productivity 
as instrumental in determining wages. For example, Lawler 
(1964) found that for 563 middle and lower management per-
sonnel, the more importance attributed to job performance 
as a determiner of pay by an individual, the higher his 
rating tended to be on all job performance measures. The 
strongest relationships were between rating of effort expen-
ded and the managers' attitudes about how pay is determined 
(r = .24 for superior's performance ranking, and r = .34 
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for self-rankings; p.c.01 for both). Experiments by 
Atkinson and Reitman (1956) and Kaufmann (1963) have shown 
that subjects who were told that their earnings were contin-
gent on the effectiveness of their performance maintained a 
higher level of performance than those who were not. 
After reviewing and critically evaluating the liter-
ature related to the effects of financial compensation on 
employee motivation, Opsahl and Dunnette (1966) cite five 
theories or interpretations concerning the role of money. 
These five theories and Opsahl and Dunnette's conclusions 
about them are briefly stated below: 
1. A widely held hypothesis is that money operates 
as a motivator because it is a generalized conditioned rein-
forcer. Generalized reinforcing effects come about through 
repeated pairings with primary reinforcers. However, solid 
evidence of the behavioral effectiveness of such reinforcers 
is unfortunately lacking, and what evidence there is has 
been based almost entirely on animal studies. 
2. Money is seen by Dollard and Miller (1950) as a 
conditioned incentive. According to this hypothesis, repea-
ted pairings of money with objects or external conditions 
perceived as capable of satisfying an aroused motive (primary 
incentives) establishes a learned drive for money. The 
distinction to be made between the conditioned incentive and 
the above conditioned reinforcer interpretation is the intro-
duction of drive reduction in the incentive hypothesis. No 
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such drive need be hypothesized under empirical reinforcement 
principles. 
3. Brown (1961) suggested, in another drive-reduction 
hypothesis, that one learns early in childhood by means of 
higher-order conditioning to become anxious in the presence 
of a variety of cues signifying the absence of money. These 
cues are primarily presented by one's parents. The presence 
of money, then, acts to reduce or prevent anxiety. The con-
cept of anxiety as a learned motivating agent to money-seeking 
behavior is congruent with and could be seen as operating 
jointly with the two previous hypotheses as an additional 
explanatory device. Brown presented no experimental evidence 
to support his theory. 
4. In the Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman (1959) 
"two-factor" theory of worker motivation, money is seen as a 
"hygiene factor" serving as a potential dissatisfier if not 
adequate, but not as a potential satisfier or positive moti-
vator. Its hygienic role is one of avoiding the pain of 
dissatisfaction, but not one of promoting heightened motiva-
tion. The interpretation of salary in this framework by 
Herzberg, et al. is mystifying in light of their own data. 
Fifteen per cent of employee descriptions of satisfying events 
involved the mention of salary and 17 per cent of their 
descriptions of unsatisfying events mentioned salary. Hardly 
a large enough difference to justify the conclusions. 
Herzberg et al. suggested, however, that salary may be viewed 
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as a "dissatisfier" because its impact on favorable job feel-
ings was largely short-term while its impact on unfavorable 
feelings extended over a longer period of time. Close inspec-
tion of the data do not support this conclusion. In 22 per 
cent of the unusually good job feelings lasting several months, 
salary was reported as a causal factor; of the short term 
feelings, it was a factor 5 per cent of the time. In contrast, 
of the unusually bad job feelings lasting several months, 
salary was mentioned only 18% of the time. Thus, the data 
seem to be inconsistent with this interpretation and lend no 
support to the hypothesis of a differential role for money. 
Subsequent literature attempting to test this notion has been 
contradictory and inconclusive. 
5. Vroom (1964) develops a cognitive model of moti-
vation according to which money derives affective orientations 
(valence) as a result of its perceived instrumentality for 
obtaining desired outcomes, Although valence has no direct 
implication, the "force" compelling a person to action is 
postulated as a product of the valence of an outcome and the 
person's expectancy that a certain action will lead to attain-
ment of the outcome. Thus, for example, if a person perceives 
money as instrumental for obtaining the outcome of status, 
and if status is desired, money acquires a positive valence. 
The probability of a money-seeking response will then be 
decided by the product of the amount of desire for status and 
the expectancy that certain actions on the job will lead to 
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attaining more money, 
In summary, then, it seems clear that, although money 
may mean different things to different people and people may 
behave in many ways depending on momentary needs, pay can be 
in most cases an efficient motivator of behavior. 
Wage Satisfaction 
In 1946, Centers and Cantril interviewed 1,239 persons 
representing a cross-section of the national population 18 
years of age or older° Over half of this population expressed 
dissatisfaction with their present income. The implication 
to be drawn from the study is that satisfaction with wages 
depends upon its absolute value and as income increases one 
is more likely to be satisfied with it0  
It has been suggested, however, that satisfaction 
resulting from the receipt of wages is based not on the abso-
lute amount of these wages, but on the relationship between 
that amount and some standard of comparison used (Vroom, 1964). 
That standard may be wages received at a previous time or the 
perception of wages received by other workers, The most 
thorough investigation into such possibilities has been con-
ducted by Patchen (1961) who formulated the problem of wage 
satisfaction with respect to a theory of social comparison° 
Patchen suggests that an individual compares his own earnings 
with those of others and evaluates differences in terms of 
his perception of disparity on factors believed to directly 
determine pay (skill, tenure, education, etc0)0 Thus, for 
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example, if one compares himself with someone earning more 
than he, but who is perceived as being similar in basic 
dimensions related to pay, a dissatisfying situation exists. 
Similarly, if an individual compares himself with someone 
earning the same wage, but seen as inferior on these dimen-
sions, dissatisfaction may occur. On the other hand, if the 
comparison shows an individual as receiving less pay than some-
one superior, or the same pay as someone similar on pay 
related dimensions, satisfaction with wages would be expected. 
Patchen has received support for his basic conceptualiza- 
tion in a study of oil refinery workers and this conceptual 
framework is very convincing in its ability to account for 
such wide variances among satisfactiOn scores of individuals 
working the same job for the same wage. 
Wade Satisfaction and Productivity 
Very little information exists on the direct association 
between wage satisfaction and productivity, but what little 
evidence there is points to a low positive relationship (Porter 
and Lawler, 1968). Herzberg, et al. (1959) found in their 
study that when pay was perceived as unfairly low it acted as 
a dissatisfier and frequently Lawler (1964), showed that the 
more managers perceived their pay as a satisfier, the higher 
they were rated in relationship between managers' perception 
of pay as a satisfier and ratings of effort expended on the 
job (r = Fl7, p 	.01). 
Evidence of the relationship between pay satisfaction 
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and wages may also be drawn from "equity theory." A feature 
of this theoretical approach is the assumption that compen-
sation either above or below that which is perceived by the 
employee as "equitable" results in tension and dissatisfaction 
due to dissonant conditions (Opsahl and Dunnette, 1966). 
The tension motivates the employee to adjust his behaviors 
or cognitions in an attempt to restore consonance. The most 
recent and rigorous theory of equity has been advanced by 
Adams (1963), Adams states that inequity exists for an indi-
vidual when he perceives the ratio of his outcomes (in this 
case--pay) to inputs (effort, skill, etc.) as unequal in 
relation to others. This theory predicts that the dissonance 
caused by the inequity may be reduced by lowering or raising 
inputs to bring them in line with outcomes. Although all 
evidence seems to support the postulates of this theory, the 
work has been primarily concerned with overpayment and little 
has been done to investigate the principles involved in 
underpayment e Overpayment does seem to cause an increase in 
productivity, but the evidence, slight as it is, suggests that 
predictions derived from equity theory in cases of under-
reward may require reformulation (Opsahl and Dunnette, 1966). 
After reviewing this literature, Weick (1965) concluded that 
the evidence indicates that underpaid employees, contrary to 
the predictions of equity theory, work harder and also like 
the task more than employees who are not underpaid. Weick 
(1965) accounts for these findings with the hypothesis that 
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high effort for insufficient reward is an attempt by an 
employee to raise his objective outcomes rather than lowering 
inputs. Moreover, Weick states, "the increased satisfaction 
found among underpaid workers can be seen as a cognitive  
attempt to heighten outcomes to bring them in line with 
inputs." However, the principles underlying the choice of 
action taken to reduce dissonance in unequitable situations 
have not been specified, and therein lies the major weakness 
of equity theory. 
Statement of the Problem 
In view of Kahn's plea for closer investigation into 
the separate dimensions of job satisfaction (see page 1), and 
after the establishment of pay and pay satisfaction as an 
important dynamic factor of job satisfaction and productivity, 
three questions immediately present themselves: (1) What 
are the factors that determine the a an em lo ee receives? 
(2) haa-L...21:sthefac raiat....sa....uloee's2......x.._ 
satisfaction with his pay? and (3) How do these factors differ 
in their relation to a and satisfaction with a for differ-
ent employee groups? 
The most significant effort to answer these questions 
up to now has concerned itself with the first two of the 
above stated questions. Lawler and Porter (1966), using a 
questionnaire designed to measure satisfaction with several 
aspects of the job, collected data from 1,916 managers through-
out the country. Imbedded among the others were two items to 
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assess manager's satisfaction with the absolute amount of 
their pay. A second part of the questionnaire asked the 
respondents to supply factural information concerning their 
age, position, time in position, time with company, level of 
education, organization size, level of management and salary. 
The authors found managers' pay to be best predicted 
by management level (7 = 049), and further, age and seniority 
are other demographic variables which were fairly good 
predictors of actual pay (7 = .25 and .22 respectively). 
Less highly related variables were organization size (r; = .14) 
and time in position (7 = .08). Type of position (Line/Staff) 
was negatively related to actual pay (7 = -.12). All the 
above partial correlations were significant at the .01 level. 
Education was not significantly related to managers' pay 
CF = .02). The multiple correlation between the seven demo-
graphic variables and actual pay in this study was .62 
(p<(.001). 
Lawler and Porter defined dissatisfaction with pay as 
the differenence score between the managers rating on a 
seven point scale of the questions how much their pay "is 
now" and how much they felt it "should be". (The rationale 
behind such a measure of job dissatisfaction will be presented 
later in this paper). Thus, larger difference scores indi-
cated greater dissatisfaction with pay. The multiple corre-
lation coefficient for the relationship between the eight 
demographic variables and the managers' satisfaction with pay 
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was .28 (p.C.01). However, only the variable of salary 
appeared as a good predictor of pay satisfaction (7 = .27). 
Other things equal, higher pay was associated with higher 
satisfaction with pay. 
It is interesting to note that contrary to other 
studies (Klein and Maher, 1966; Penzer, 1969) no signifi-
cant relationship between education and pay satisfaction was 
found. 
Lawler and Porter's (1966) study was a definite step 
toward answering some of the questions concerning the deter-
minants of wages and wage-satisfaction. However, since this 
study was restricted to managerial personnel, it revealed 
nothing of the factors related to the renumeration of hourly 
and salaried personnel and their satisfaction with pay. Nor 
did the Lawler and Porter study add anything to the question 
of differences between factors among these groups (Question 
#3). The purpose of the present paper will be to investigate 
these problems as posed in the three questions stated pre-
viously for hourly and salaried personnel as well as managers. 
Other studies have investigated the relationships of 
such demographic variable as, age, occupational level, sex, 
seniority, experience and level of education to pay and pay-
satisfaction with significant results (Lawler and Porter, 1963; 
Chandler, Foster and McCormack, 1963; Goodwin, 1969; Penzer, 
1969; Klein and Maher, 1966; Andrews and Henry, 1963; Wilkens, 
1949; Stockford and Kunze, 1950; Patton, 1957; Grigsby and 
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Burn, 1962). There are, however, several reasons why these 
studies do not clarify the issue. First, as noted by Lawler 
and Porter (1966), most have studied only one variable at a 
time, and thus, show no assessment of relative relationships 
to the pay factor. Secondly, many of these studies were based 
on small, restricted samples making generalization beyond 
that sample difficult. In addition, findings have been con-
tradictory. Finally, no study has attempted to cross-vali-
date its findings. The present thesis is designed to overcome 
these difficulties. 
Implications  
There seem to be nearly as many different organi-
zational policies for determining employees wages as there are 
organizations. The aim of these policies should be to 
provide equitable payment for work done. This implies a wage 
scale with which the employee can feel satisfied. Knowledge 
of how the demographic characteristics of an employee are 
related to the determination of wages should be invaluable in 
the endeavor. The ideal distribution of wages would seem to 
be one in which the same factors which best predict satisfac-
tion with pay are utilized to determine an employees actual 
wage level. 
It also seems important to determine the factors which 
are related to wages since it has become increasingly common 
to see salary used as a criterion of job success (Lawler and 
Porter, 1966). For example, Scollay ( .1956) selected salary as 
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a criterion measure of success on the job since "people are 
usually rewarded by salary increases for good job performance. 
Those who perform the best service would be expected to 
receive the highest increases." Williams and Harrell (1964) 
have investigated the predictive value of test scores, pro-
fessors' ratings, college grades and activities with regard 
to management success using salary as a criterion° Hilton and 
Dill (1962) have shown salary growth rate to be a stable 
measure of career progress independent of number of years for 
at least the first six years of employment. With the use of 
salary as a criterion measure of job success it seems para-
doxical to find so little research information concerning 
those factors which may be significantly related to it. 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE AND METHODOLOGY 
The method used in the present study will be, with 
some modifications, essentially an extension of that by 
Lawler and Porter (1966). The actual data used were collec-
ted in conjunction with a previous study designed to measure 
employee satisfaction of a local manufacturer's work force 
(Loveland, Ronan and York, 1968), 
The Instrument 
In order to determine the nature of the information 
desired in future data collection, interviews were conducted 
on a cross-sectional sample of 241 employees at all work lev-
els in the organization. Interviews were also held with 
executive personnel concerning organizational objectives of 
the study. 
From the information collected in these interviews, 
questionnaires were developed attempting to relate to moti-
vational aspects of the employees' perceptions of their job 
and the company. Three questionnaires were developed--one 
each for the Managerial - Supervisory, Salaried Non-Super-
visory, and Hourly employee groups (see Appendix A)0 These 
questionnaires differed only slightly in their original form 
and not at all in the portions used in the present study. 
The data which were extracted for use in the present 
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study were taken from only one item on the questionnaire, 
namely "Pay for the work which you do," and demographic 
data collected as part of the questionnaire. 
Item Format  
The format used for the questionnaire items was that 
of Porter (1962). Three questions were asked for each item: 
Pay for the work which you do: 
(a) How high is it? 
very low 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very high 
(b) How high should it be? 
very low 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very high 
(c) How important is this to you? 
not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
Respondents were asked to circle the number which 
represented their feeling for each question on each item. 
Data from question (c) were not used in the present study. 
Question (a) represents the individual employee's perception 
of his actual level of pay. Question (b) represents an indi- 
viduals perception of what he feels he should be paid. 
A measure of an individual's satisfaction with his pay was 
defined as the answer to question (a) subtracted from the an-
swer to question (b) ; that is, the difference score between 
"how high it is now" and "how high should it be." This score 
may be conceived as an indirect index of individual level 
of perceived satisfaction with "Pay for work done" presum-
ably based on individual "needs." 
Rationale for this measure of satisfaction is given by 
Porter (1962): 
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The degree of perceived deficiency in fulfillment for 
each respondent on a questionnaire item was obtained 
by subtracting the answer to Part a of an item ('How 
much of the characteristic is now connected with your 
position?') from Part b of the —Item ('How much of the 
characteristic do you think should be connected with 
your position?'). An a priori "gssumption was made 
that the larger the difference-- a subtracted from 
b--the larger the degree of dissatisfaction or the 
smaller the degree of satisfaction. This method of 
measuring perceived need satisfaction thus is an in-
direct measure derived from two direct answers by the 
respondent for an item. This method has two presumed 
advantage: (a) The subject is not asked directly 
concerning his satisfaction. Therefore, any tendency 
for a simple 'response set' to determine his express-
ion of satisfaction is probably reduced somewhat. It 
is more difficult, although by no means impossible, 
for the respondent to manipulate his satisfaction 
measure to conform with what he thinks he 'ought' 
to put down versus what he actually feels to be the real 
situation. (b) Secondly, this method of measuring 
need fulfillment is a more conservative measure than 
would be a single question concerning simple obtained 
satisfaction. It takes into account the fact that 
higher level positions should be expected to provide 
more rewards because it utilizes the difference between 
obtained and expected satisfaction. In effect, this 
method asks the respondent 'how satisfied are you in 
terms of what you expected from this particular 
(management) position?' Thus, it is designed to be a 
realistic and meaningful measure in comparing different 
(management) groups... 	(p. 378). 
Ronan (In Press) gives support to this measure of 
satisfaction. The author states that an apparent weakness in 
previous studies of job satisfaction revolves around the use 
of separate and different ratings to infer the structure of 
job satisfaction. In some studies satisfaction is inferred 
from ratings of "what is present in the job,: in others 
satisfaction is inferred from ratings of "what is personally 
important in the job." Accordingly, Ronan sees such proce-
dures as inadequate in that "job satisfaction most likely 
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stems from the discrepancy between what the respondent per-
ceives the actual job situation to be, and what he desires or 
feels it should be." Further, according to Ronan, "this 
discrepancy more nearly reflects the positive (or negative) 
feeling state of the respondent associated with his percep-
tions of his job setting" 
The demographic data used in 7.he present study were 
measures of the following variables: 









Time with company 
Job level 





Satisfaction with pay 
(Difference Score) 
In general then, data in the present study were des-
criptive of three work groups (Management, Salaried, Hourly), 
the individuals in these work groups, and their satisfaction 
with pay received. Of interest are the differences and inter-
relationships among these measures. 
Data Collection 
Prior to distribution of questionnaires, every effort 
was made to encourage participation. The union was notified 
as to the Company's intentions. Announcement of the project 
was printed in the company newspaper and by memoranda from 
the company president. 
Questionnaires were mailed to the homes of all employ-
ees of the Company accompanied by a letter from the company 
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president encouraging participation. Returns were made via 
pre-stamped envelopes addressed directly to the project staff 
at Georgia Institute of Technology. Anonymity was stressed, 
A total of 25,980 questionnaires mailed and tabulation of 
participation is summarized in Table 1. 
























   
 
11,156 42.9 
'Taken from Loveland, et al. , 1968. 
boSupervisory Employees and Above 
c'Non-supervisory 
The low return rate for hourly employees was checked 
with respect to representativeness by demographic comparison 
to the same data for the entire organization. The only 
difference revealed was that slightly more women returned the 
questionnaire than would be representative of their number 
in the company. This difference, as far as could be deter-
mined, was not large enough to cause any serious distortion 
of the data considering the size of the sample. 
Eliminating questionnaires omitting relevant data 
pertinent to the present study left 9,866 usable questionn- 
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aires, Table 2 gives a by-variable breakdown of this sample. 
Table 2. Breakdown of Sample by Variable 
Variable 	Management Salaried Hourly 
Sex: 
Male 1196 3116 4506 
Female 4 92 952 
Age: 
18-29 58 905 2072 
30-39 413 1091 1415 
40-49 533 911 1245 
50-59 176 265 620 
60+ 20 38 106 
Tenure: 
(Yr. 	Hired) 
1967 2 181 339 
1965-66 34 1007 1508 
1963-64 74 291 881 
1961-62 77 371 415 
1959-60 34 159 49 
1957-58 33 90 34 
1955-56 175 303 441 
1953-54 180 214 590 
1951-52 509 1162 543 
before 	'51 82 39 49 
Education: 
H-S. 	or less 45 13 890 
H.S. 	graduate 254 171 2303 
Bus. /Tech, 95 161 906 
Some College 310 762 1262 
Bach. 	Degree 406 1738 85 
Adv. 	Degree 90 363 12 
Job Level: 
Lower: 761 Assoc,: 477 Factory: 2816 
Middle: 380 Intermo: 635 Office: 1673 
Top: 59 Senior: 1194 Prof: 506 
Sp' list: 554 Other: 463 
Other: 378 
Level of Pa 
Weekly 1 135-less: 15 96-less: 70 
136-193: 234 136-174: 586 97-104: 135 
194-250: 285 175-211: 948 105-112: 401 
251-325: 361 212-249: 792 113-121: 912 
326-383: 174 250-288: 549 122-129: 1099 
384+: 145 289+: 318 130-138: 885 
139+: 1956 
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Table 2 continued 
Satisfaction: 
737777776Te)a° 
1 0 6 3 
2 1 0 3 
3 0 2 3 
4 3 20 11 
5 9 35 31 
6 35 64 65 
7 370 842 1251 
8 383 962 14 35 
9 250 731 1458 
10 94 334 613 
11 38 144 285 
12 10 50 114 
13 7 26 79 
'A constant value of seven was added to each difference score 
to avoid negative numbers. Scores were reversed so that 
higher difference scores indicate greater satisfaction. 
Analytic Design  
To determine the degree to which the independent demo-
graphic variables used in the present study were actually 
related to the criterion of salary and salary satisfaction with-
in each work group, separate multiple regression and corre-
lation analyses were conducted. Multiple correlation (R) 
yields a measure of the combined contribution of the several 
independent factors as a means of explaining the variance in 
the dependent factor. For the sample of hourly employees, the 
variables of sex, age, seniority, level of education and job 
level were correlated with the dependent variable of actual 
pay, The same independent variables plus actual pay were 
also correlated with the dependent variable of satisfaction 
with pay, This same procedure was used for the salaried and 
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management samples, Due to the lack of females in the manage-
ment work group, however, the sex variable was dropped in 
the analysis for that sample and the hourly and salaried data 
were reanalyzed using all male samples to allow for across-
group comparisons, Since no causal relationships could be 
assumed, a prediction model was followed, 
The actual analysis of the above procedure was done 
utilizing an available computer program (Clark, 1964) for the 
Burroughs 5500 computer. This program relates the dependent 
variable to the independent variables by means of a linear 
equation and determines how well each equation fits the data. 
Normal equations are developed with sums of squares and 
cross-products, corrected to the mean, and the abbreviated 
Doolittle method is employed to invert this matrix and to 
calculate the regression coefficients. In the process the 
following measures are computed for each dependent variable: 
1. Multiple correlation coefficient (7) - a measure 
of the combined importance of the several independent factors 
as a means of explaining the differences in the dependent 
factor (Ezekiel, 1962). 
20 Standard error of estimate (best) - the standard 
deviation of the differences between the actual values of the 
dependent variable and those estimated by the regression equation 
(English and English, 1958) 0  
3. Coefficient of multiple determination (V)_ the 
percentage of variance of the dependent variable ascribable 
directly to the several independent variables (Ezekiel, 1962), 
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4. An analysis of variance for the multiple linear 
regression - allows for testing the significance of 7 for 
each dependent variable. 
In addition to the measures dependent on all the inde-
pendent variables combined, it is desirable to have measures 
of the contribution or importance of each of the individual 
variables taken separately, while simultaneously eliminating 
or allowing for the variation associated with the remaining 
independent variables (Ezekiel, 1962). An appreciation of the 
relative contribution of the independent variables in account-
ing for the variance in the dependent variables is not 
readily grasped by simple inspection of the multiple regress-
ion coefficients (Ferguson, 1959). Thus, the following 
measures for each independent variable were computed or 
calculated; 
1. Correlation coefficient (r) - a measure of the 
relationship between the criterion variable and each indepen-
dent variable. 
2. Partial correlation coefficient (7) - since the 
correlation of any independent factor and the criterion may 
be greatly influenced by its relationship to the other inde-
pendent variables in the regression equation, a more meaning-
ful statistic in most cases is the partial correlation. The 
partial correlation coefficient is a measure of the relation-
ship between the dependent factor and each of the several 
independent factors, while eliminating any (linear) tendency 
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of the remaining independent factors to obscure the relation, 
The coefficient of partial correlation may be defined as 
representing the extent to which that part of the variation 
in the dependent variable, which was not explained by the 
other independent factors, can be explained by the addition 
of the factor in question (Ezekiel, 1962), 
2 
3. Reduction in unexplained variance (7 ) - a measure 
of the percentage of variance in the dependent variable left 
unexplained by the other independent variables which may be 
accounted for by the variable in question. That is, the 
relative reduction in error when estimating the criterion 
which results from using that independent variable. 
4. Beta coefficient (3) - the importance of individ-
ual variables may also be compared by their net regression 
coefficients (Ezekiel, 1962), These coefficients, however, 
are expressed in the units in which each variable is stated. 
They may be made more comparable by representing them in 
terms of their own standard deviation. This standard score 
is referred to as Beta. 
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5, Usefulness - the amount 7 would be expected to 
drop if the variable in question were removed from the 
regression equation and the weights of the remaining predic-
tor variables were then recalculated (Darlington, 1969), 
So that the above measures may be more accurately 
interpreted and relationships more fully understood, a matrix 
of intercorrelations was computed showing the inter-relation- 
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ships existing among the independent variables used. 
Although all the above measures of relative importance 
will be presented for the ease and convenience of the reader, 
only the partial correlation coefficient and usefulness 
measure will be given full exploration in the results of the 
present study. These are the most meaningful and appropriate 
measures applicable to the design and objectives of the 
present research. When all independent variables are uncorre-
lated, all five of these measures are equivalent (Darlington, 
1969). But with the independent factors used in the present 
study this is clearly not the case. 
Beta (/3) weights may be of considerable interest as 
a measure of the "importance" of a variable when certain 
assumptions can be met: 
1. All variables which might affect the dependent 
variable are either included in the regression equation or are 
uncorrelated with the variables which are included. 
2. Terms are included in the regression equation to 
handle any curvilinear or interactive effects. 
3. The dependent variable has no effect on the 
independent variables (Darlington, 1969). Since these 
assumptions are by no means met in this study, /3 should be 
looked at with caution. 
When a prediction model is followed rather than causal 
analysis, "usefulness" is a measure of greater interest 
(Darlington, 1969). In addition, according to Lawler and 
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Porter C1966), because partial correlations have the effect of 
holding constant other factors while determining the degree 
of relationship between two variables, they are considered to 
give the best indication of the relative ability of each 
factor to account for the variance in pay and satisfaction 
with pay. 
Actually, Darlington's "usefulness" of the independ-
ent variables and the squared partial correlation are pro-
portional. Thus, based on the above evidence ) those two 
measures of the relative "importance" of the independent fac-
tors are felt to be the most meaningful within the constraints 
of the present research. 
Across-Groups Comparison  
To answer the question of how the various independent 
and dependent factors differ in their relationships for 
different employee groups, it was first desirable to deter-
mine whether or not the groups may be considered as coming 
from the same population. To test this hypothesis (that the 
hourly, salary and management groups are simply samples from 
different portions of the same universe), a technique de-
vised by Gulliksen and Wilks (1950) was used. 
According to Gulliksen and Wilks, it is clear that if 
one selects explicitly on one variable x (work groups), 
means, variances, and covariances may be quite different, yet 
this selection may not systematically affect the slope 
of the regression of y on x nor does it, of necessity, 
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systematically affect the variation about this regression 
system. Utilizing application of the Neyman-Pearson likeli-
hood ratio test theory, the authors devise three criteria 
making it possible to test the various samples and determine 
whether they can be regarded as having come from populations 
with the same regression line and hence be considered the 
same group. If tests of the following three hypotheses, made 
in sequence, yield non-significant results, the various 
samples may be treated as being from the same population: 
Hl: the hypothesis that all standard errors of 
estimate are equal, 
1-12: the hypothesis that all regression lines are 
parallel (assuming H1), 
H3; the hypothesis that all regression lines are 
identical (assuming H2), 
Cross-Validation  
samples for all three work groups were divided into two 
equal size samples and all analyses were run on both samples 
in the same manner. This was accomplished by initially apply-
ing the multiple regression and correlational analysis to the 
data from every other questionnaire and repeating the analysis 
for the remaining data. The actual sample sizes upon which 
the results of the present study are based may be seen in 
Table 3. 
Cross-validation was necessary to insure against spur-
iously high coefficients of multiple correlation due to the 
accumulation of sampling errors in the original sample. 
Table 3. Sample Sizes of Both Original 















With Females 1604 2729 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND RELATED DISCUSSION 
To evaluate the results of the present study, an 
alpha level of ,001 will be taken as indication of significant 
findings, It was decided to work at this level due to the 
nature of the samples used and the objectives of this research, 
It was felt that a more conservative interpretation of the 
data and a primary effort to avoid type I error was appro-
priate in view of the extreme size of the samples, The effect 
of such large samples is to drive the probability of any 
type II error down to an acceptable level, thus allowing 
alpha to be decreased with only slight losses in power, In 
addition, when working with correlation coefficients and large 
samples, the coefficients significant at the traditional ,05 
level become so small as to be very difficult to interpret 
meaningfully. The frequent use of the ,05 and ,01 levels of 
significance is a convention having little scientific or logical 
basis (Winer, 1962). The question becomes one of distinguishing 
between practical significance and statistical significance, 
If all correlations are significant in all cases, little 
information is obtained, Even if a correlation of 003 is 
statistically significant at the ,05 level, there appears to 
be little practical significance in being able to account for 




Tables 4 and 5 summarize and compare multiple corre-
lations determined on the original sample groups with those of 
the cross-validation samples. As can be readily seen, in no 
Table 4. Differences in R Between Cross-
Validation Samples--Wages Criteria 
a. 	 b. 
Group 
	
N R1 	 R2 
Males Only 
—MaTPTt 600 .80 .78 0.93 
Salaried 1558 .64 .68 1.97 
Hourly 2253 .45 .48 1.28 
With Females 
Salaried 1604 .67 .66 0.81 
Hourly 2729 .59 .58 0.59 
a°For each sample 
b°Normal curve critical value (Z 0 001=3.291) 
Table 5. Differences in R Between Cross- 
Validation Samples-- Satisfaction Criteria 




—Management 600 	,36 .24 2.26 
Salaried 1558 .18 .20 0086 
Hourly 2253 	,16 .14 0.34 
With Females 
1604 	.195 .185 0.28 
Hourly 2729 .213 .211 0,18 
case was there any significant shrinkage in multiple corre- 
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lation coefficents between the original and cross-validation 
samples. This indicates a degree of stability in regression 
equations determined on the original sample. Thus, in the 
remainder of this paper, all discussion and data will be based 
on the original samples. Refer to Appendix B for supplemental 
data on the cross-validation groupsn 
Group Similarity 
Results of the application of the Gulliksen and Wilks 
(1950) technique to determine the degree of similarity among 
the regression systems for the three different work group 
samples are given in Table 6. According to this analysis, the 
Table 6, Test for Hypothesis of Equality 
of Errors of Estimate 
Wages Criteria 



































''gyp= <, 001°,;(2 001= 13082 
employee groups must be considered as samples from distinct 
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and separate populations and not samples taken from different 
portions of the same universe. 
As indicated previously the Gulliksen and Wilks method 
sets up three criteria which must be met to conclude that 
results obtained from various samples may be regarded as 
coming from the same population, If the conclusion of testing 
any of the three hypotheses relating to these criteria 
results in a significant value (G) distributed as a chi-square 
with (K - 1) degrees of freedom, further tests are inapplicable. 
In this case, the first test applied resulted in a 
significantly large value of G for both the dependent varia- 
a 
bles of wages and wage satisfaction, This indicates that the 
standard errors of estimate vary too much from sample to 
sample to consider them as coming from the same population 
(p.r.7,001)0 
The importance of this finding can not be underesti-
mated in view of existing literature and theory concerning 
wage and job satisfaction, There exists a prevailing tendency 
to conduct research on only one relatively homogeneous 
employee group, such as management, This results in a danger-
ous temptation to generalize the findings of such studies to 
a more general population in e,, "the worker", Of the studies 
cited in this author's bibliography which are directly re-
lated to wages and wage satisfaction, 26 were conducted using 
one group of homogeneous workers, three used different occupa-
tional groups but analyzed the data as one sample, two used 
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different occupational groups and found serious group differ-
ences affecting satisfaction with wages, and one study specif-
ically addressed itself to the problem of occupational differ-
ences and the implication of such differences for both 
research and application. That study (England and Stein, 1961) 
found large occupational differences existing in worker 
attitudes toward several aspects of the job, including pay, 
among 3207 employees representing seven different occupational 
categories. The author's conclude, and data from the present 
study support their suggestion, that "attitude data should be 
stratified occupationally before being related to other varia-
bles." Perhaps much of the confusion and conflict in satis-
faction--productivity studies, as summarized by Brayfield and 
Crockett (1955) could be traced to inadequate control of the 
occupational reference group variable (England and Stein, 1961). 
Intercorrelations Amon: Inde endent Variables 
An indication of the interrelationships among varia-
bles for the present samples may be seen by referring to Table 
7. This Table represents the Pearson coefficients of corre-
lation among the demographic variables describing the different 
work group. Although nearly all correlations are significant 
at the indicated level, the majority are rather low, indicating 
a degree of relative independence among these variables. 
Although most of the relationships among the demograph-
ic variables are similar to those that have been found in 
other studies, where other studies are available, and as one 
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would intuitively expect, several relationships deserve special 
mention. These point out possible sources of group differences. 
Table 7. Intercorrelations Among Demographic Variables 
Used to Predict Pay and Satisfaction With Pay 
By Employee Group 
Management 
Tenure Education Job Level Pay 
Age .41* .03 ,22* .42* 
Tenure -.09 ,16* .27* 
Education .20* .53* 
Job Level .60* 
Salaried 
Age .51* -.23* .46* .50* 
Tenure -.23* .42* .38* 
Education .19* .13* 
Job Level .47* 
Hourly 
Age .65* -,22* .00 .30* 
Tenure -.19* .80* .40* 
Education .17* .05 
Job Level .14* 
•P.<7.001 
Significant negative intercorrelations of a moderate 
level exist between education and the variables of age and 
tenure in the hourly and salaried employee groups, but no 
significant relationship exists between these variables for 
management personnel (See Table 7). This may be a result of 
the restricted range of education level typical of the manage- 
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ment sample due to a specific (higher) level of education 
required at the time of hire into a management position. It 
is also interesting to note the relationship between tenure 
and job level. There is an apparent substantial reduction in 
the level of correlation between tenure and job level as one 
moves up from the hourly to the management levels. The ex-
tremely high correlation at the hourly level (.80) clearly 
represents the unions support for promotions based on senior-
ity. Since salaried positions are often filled through the 
promotion of hourly personnel it seems tenable that this 
attitude toward promotion based on seniority may carry over to 
some degree. Management personnel, being farther removed 
from the unions, typically stress merit and ability as basis 
for promotion. Of course the high intercorrelations between 
the variables dependent on time (age and tenure) are to be 
expected. One puzzling item in light of other relationships 
is the zero correlation between age and job level in the hourly 
group. It is quite possible that the job level categories 
used for the hourly employee questionnaire were not appro-
priate. 
Wages 
L111LLELLIE12 1 °nshial 
In Table 8 are summarized the measures of multiple 
relationship between the demographic variables and actual pay 
for management, salary, and hourly employees. It is somewhat 
peculiar to note an apparent linear increase in 7 from the 
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hourly to the salaried to the management work groups. One 
would not expect demographic variables to have a stronger 
relationship with management pay than with salaried or hourly 
wages. Variables reflective of merit are more typically 
Table 8. Measures of Multiple Relationships Between 
Demographic Variables and Actual Pay 
Work Group R 0-‘est. 7 
Management 600 0801* .765 265.5 ,641 
Salaried 1558 .643* .947 273.9 .414 
Hourly 2253 .451* 1.290 143.2 .203 
a• Males Only 
ecp <.001 
pointed to as determiners of salaries for managers and less 
typically for non-management employees. Such a situation would 
more likely result in a lower relationship between demographic 
variables and management pay than for salaried or hourly 
groups. The existing relationship may perhaps represent the 
greater degree of heterogeneity among employees in the hourly 
and salaried samples used in this study. Another possibility 
may be that management promotions are not based on merit! 
Determinants of Wa'es  
Tables 9, 10, and 11 report measures relecting the 
relative predictive value or "importance" of each of the four 
independent variables in accounting for the variance found in 
the dependent variable of actual pay for each of the employee 
groups. 
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Management. Education is clearly the best predictor of 
management compensation, with job level being almost as impor-
tant. Age may also be considered a reasonably good predictor 
of actual pay. Tenure though significant in its relationship 
to salary adds little to the multiple predictive power of the 
demographic variables. Its "usefulness" indicates a decrease 
of only .014 in the coefficient of multiple determination if 
the variable of time with company were to be removed from the 
regression equation. More simply it appears that the better 
educated, higher level, older managers who have been with the 
company somewhat longer are the best paid. Table 9 summarizes 
these data. 
Table 9. Relative Importance of Demographic 
Variables in Predicting Management Compensation 
Variable /3 72 Usefulness 	(.F) 
Education .53* .59* .45 .34 .123 	(205.27)* 
Job Level .60* .57* .44 .33 .117 	(194.50)* 
Age .42* .35* .25 .12 .044 	( 	73.00)* 
Tenure .27* .20* .08 .04 .014 	( 	24.00)* 
.p.<.001 
The multiple correlation coefficient between the four 
demographic variables and actual wages was .80 (see Table 8). 
This is a rather high multiple correlation; especially consider-
ing the size of some of the intercorrelations among the 
variables, and represents 64.1% of the variance in the depen-
dent variable. 
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These findings compare favorably with Lawler and 
Porter (1966) with respect to the variables of job level, age, 
and time with company where they recorded partial corre-
lations of .49, .25, and .22 respectively (p <001). 
Although Lawler and Porter (1966) used seven demographic 
variables, their multiple correlation with wages was somewhat 
lower (.62) than that found in the present study. A major 
discrepancy between the results of this study and that of 
Lawler and Porter is that the latter found no significant 
correlation of education level with pay. The present study 
shows education to be the most useful variable in predicting 
pay for managers. 	A possible source of this difference may 
be that the sample used in this research was from one organ-
ization whereas Lawler and Porter (1966) selected their mana-
gers from a number of organizations distributed throughout the 
United States. 
Salaried. The variable which accounts for the greatest 
amount of variance in pay of salaried employees is age, follow-
ed closely by education and job level. A low positive rela-
tionship also exists between tenure and salary, This situa-
tion is much like that found for the manager group. That is, 
the older, more educated, higher level salaried personnel, 
who have been with the company somewhat longer, are paid the 
highest. The rank order of these variables in their relative 
predictive power differs between the two groups, however. (See 
Table 10), 
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The multiple correlation coefficient of the four demo- 
Table 10, Relative Importance of Demographic Variables 
in Predicting Pay of Male Salaried Personnel 
Variable r r 2 r Usefulness 	(F) 
Age .50* .36* .36 .13 .074 	(186.00)* 
Education .13* .35* .29 .12 .071 	(177.30)* 
Job Level .47* .32* .30 .10 .061 	(152.30)* 
Tenure .38* .15* .14 .02 .014 	( 	33.80)* 
*p<.001 
graphic variables and salary, though not as high as for the 
managerial group, is still quite substantial (.64). 
HouElz. Table 11 reports measures of the relative impor-
tance of the demographic variables to pay determination for 
hourly personnel and reflects a dramatic difference in the 
relative importance of the different variables when compared 
to the manager and salary groups, Tenure, the least useful 
Table .11. Relative Importance of Demographic Variables 
in Predicting Wages of Male Hourly Employees 
Varible r r —2 Usefulness 	(F) 
Tenure .40* .32* .40 .10 .081 	(226.80)* 
Job Level .14* .16* .15 003 .021 	( 	58.30)* 
Education .05 .12* .11 .01 .011 	( 	31.60)* 
Age .30* .05 .06 „00 .002 	( 6.80) 
"p‹. 01 
varible in the two previous samples, becomes the most critical 
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factor in the equation; that is, the variable which accounts 
for the greatest portion of the variance in the dependent 
variable. Job level and education, though significant, account 
for very little of the variance in a practical sense. Age 
does not contribute any significant unique explanation of 
variance in wages of hourly employees. This means that hourly 
workers who have been with the company the longest are the 
highest paid regardless of age, with a slight tendency for 
higher level, better educated hourly employee to be paid more. 
The dominance of tenure in the regression equation is, as 
mentioned previously, likely indicative of the typical insis-
tance on promotions and pay raises based on tenure above all 
among hourly employees 
The multiple correlation of the demographic variables 
and hourly wages, as seen in Table 8 is ,45 (p<,001) with a 
coefficient of multiple determination of .203. 
One inference which seems reasonable from all these 
data is that the amount of an employee's wages is very likely 
to be determined by many factors, a large portion of which are 
variables such as age, education, tenure and job level, 
Such variables may not be related to performance to any appre-
ciable degree, This has far reaching implications for both 
research and industry. 
In industry one would hope a greater emphasis would be 
placed upon merit., effort and productivity in determining 
wages. This is a possible explanation for the poor relation- 
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ships typically found between wages, and productivity and 
motivation. Secondly, these data cast doubt upon the relevance 
of a salary criterion. As mentioned in the introduction, 
salary has been used increasingly as a measure of job success 
(Scollay, 1956, Hilton and Dill, 1962; Williams and Harrell, 
1964). According to Scollay, one assumption underlying the 
selection of salary as a criterion is that people are usually 
rewarded by salary increases for good job performance. Those 
who perform the best service would be expected to receive the 
highest increases. Evidence in this study makes this assump-
tion tenuous to say the least. Pay seems to be based largely 
upon variables that are demographic in nature. 
Wage Satisfaction  
Multiple Relationships 
Table 12 reflects the measures of multiple relationship 
Table 12. Measures of Multiple Relationship Between 
Demographic Variables and Pay Satisfaction 
Work Group N a. R est° F 2 
Management 600 37* 1.20 18.34 .130 
Salaried 1558 17* 1.37 8.92 .028 
Hourly 2253 16* 1.54 11.44 .025 
'Males Only 
- p <7.001 
between the demographic variables, including the additional 
variable of actual pay, and satisfaction with pay for manage- 
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ment, salaried and hourly employees. As can be seen, all 
coefficients of multiple correlation are statistically sig-
nificant and are in a low positive direction. 
Determinants of Wage Satisfaction 
Tables 13, 14, and 15 present the measure of relative 
importance of each of the five demographic variables in deter-
mining wage satisfaction among management, salaried and hourly 
workers respectively. Since satisfaction with pay was de-
fined as the difference between answers to "what it is now" 
and "what it should be" plus a constant value, higher differ- 
ence scores indicated greater dissatisfaction. Before entering 
data in the computer program, however, scores of wage dissat-
isfaction were reversed to allow a positive correlation to rep-
resent greater satisfaction. 
Manaemen - loyees. The results of the multiple 
regression analysis for management employees revealed a sig-
nificant partial correlation between actual pay and satisfac-
tion with salary (p4.001). Thus, it was suggested that with 
all other things held constant higher paid managers were more 
highly satisfied with their pay. It is also evident that no 
other variable used in this study is significantly useful in 
predicting satisfaction with salary. 
These results are in good agreement with Lawler and 
Porter (1966) who also found present salary to be the only 
variable significantly related to salary dissatisfaction. 
Lawler and Porter state, however, that their results differ 
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from those of Andrews and Henry (1963). The author's contend 
that Andrews and Henry found a negative relationship between 
level of education and wage satisfaction. The present data 
agree with Lawler and Porter, but they also agree with the 
findings of Andrews and Henry. The latter did not find higher 
Table 13. Relative Importance of Demographic Variables 
in Predicting Salary Satisfaction of Management 
Employees 
Variable r r /3 Usefulness 	(F) 
Pay .33* .24* .39 .060 .0520 (34.70)* 
Education .06 -.13 -.16 .017 .0149 ( 9.40) 
Tenure .09 -.05 -.06 .003 .0023 ( 1.53) 
Age .19* .05 .04 ,002 .0017 ( 1.13) 
Job Level .24* .03 .03 .001 .0007 ( 0.47) 
*1)4(.001 
education as predictive of lower wage satisfaction as Lawler 
and Porter report. In the authors' words "Degree of satisfac-
tion with pay showed no clear trend as a function of education 
(p. 33)," 
Further, the Andrews and Henry study, which utilized 
data on 490 managers in five firms, is in agreement with the 
present findings that age holds no significant relationship 
to a manager's satisfaction with his earnings, and that higher 
salary is associated with higher levels of pay satisfaction. 
The only point of disagreement between the findings of Lawler 
and Porter (1966), the present study, and Andrews and Henry 
(1963) concerning management pay satisfaction is that the 
latter concluded that the degree of pay satisfaction increased 
steadily with increase in management level (p.C.001), and 
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the former two did not 	This apparent discrepancy is easily 
explained and, in a sense, is not really a discrepancy at all. 
In Table 13, it can be seen that the Pearson r between job 
level and pay satisfaction is a significant on (1)4(.001). When 
pay is held constant (partial correlation), however, this 
relationship washes out. Thus, the significant relationship 
between management level and wage satisfaction is, as would be 
expected, a function of the relatively high inter-relationship 
between management level and pay (r = .60, p<.001); 
higher level managers are paid more. Andrews and Henry using 
')( 2 statistics were unable, though they suspected such, to ob-
serve or confirm this inter-relationship. 
Other studies have shown significant relationships 
between wage satisfaction and education as well as other demo-
graphic variables. Discussion of these studies will be 
deferred, however, until the data from the salaried and hourly 
groups are presented. 
The multiple correlation coefficient for the relation-
ship between the five demographic variables and managers 
satisfaction with their pay was .37 (p4:.001). This coeffi-
cient, though, statistically significant itself, was not 
significantly greater than the correlation of 33 which was 
found between the best single predictor (actual pay) and 
satisfaction with pay; and is of little practical value since 
it leaves 87% of the variance in the dependent variable unex-
plained. 
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Salaried. In Table 14, data reflecting the relative 
importance of demographic variables in determining wage 
satisfaction are presented for salaried employees. Once again 
-the most, and only, "useful" variable in this relationship is 
actual earnings. The relationship is not as strong as for the 
Table 14. Relative Importance of Demographic 
Variables in Predicting Pay Satisfaction 
of Male Salaried Employees 
Variable F, — r Usefulness 	(F) 
Pay .14* .14* .18 .018 .0177 (29.50)* 
Education -.03 -.06 -.06 .004 .0034 ( 5.67) 
Tenure .02 -.05 -.06 .002 .0022 ( 3.67) 
Job level .03 -.05 -.06 .002 .0022 ( 3.67) 
Age .09* .04 .05 .001 .0014 ( 3.67) 
.C.001 
management sample, but it is evident that higher paid salaried 
employees are more satisfied with their pay. The multiple 
correlation of the demographic variables used with pay satis-
faction was. 17; also significant at the .001 level, but with 
a coefficient of multiple determination of .025 meaningless in 
a practical sense. 
This author has been unable to find any other study 
dealing with a similar group of employees to compare with these 
data, but there is no reason to suspect that similar findings 
would not result. 
Hourly Employees. Table 15 shows a very close resem-
blance to the two previous tables, and also that, again for 
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hourly employees, the most useful variable in understanding the 
bases for hourly wage satisfaction is actual income. No other 
variable shows even this low relationship with wage satisfaction 
in hourly employees. Thus, once again, for this sample it 
appears that higher wages are associated with higher satisfac-
tion with one's income. 
Table 15. Relative Importance of Demographic Variables 
in Predicting Wage Satisfaction of Male Hourly 
Employees 
Variable r 7 Usefulness 	(F) 
Pay .14* .11* .12 .012 .0114 (26.27)* 
Age .09* .06 .08 .004 .0036 ( 8.29) 
Education .03 .03 .03 .001 .0011 ( 2.53) 
Job Level .05 .02 .02 .001 .0006 ( 1.38) 
Tenure .07* -.02 .02 .000 .0003 ( 0.69) 
"P <.001 
The multiple correlation coefficient of .16 (p4(.001) 
represents less than 3% of the variance associated with the 
dependent variable; more than 2% of which may be accounted for 
by salary alone. 
It is interesting to note that unlike the other work 
groups the Pearson r for the independent variable of tenure 
becomes significant (p‹.001). This reemphasizes the very 
high dependence of pay upon "time with company" among hourly 
employees. 
Thus, although a great deal of variability exists in the 
relative importance of the five demographic variables 
in determining wage satisfaction among the different employee 
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samples, generally it is safe to say the only variable showing 
even a modest . relationship—to satisfaction is one's present 
level of income. The higher a person's income the more likely 
is he to be satisfied with it. This is not a surprising 
finding, but somewhat paradoxical in light of past research. 
One of the earliest studies on income satisfaction was 
conducted in 1946 by Centers and Cantril. A total of 1239 
persons representing a cross-section of the national population 
18 years of age or older were asked in what weekly income 
group they belonged, and "About how much more money than that 
do you think your family would need to have things that might 
make your family happier or more comfortable than it is now?" 
The general conclusions of their study are in complete accord 
with the data at hand. It was determined that: 
1. Over one-half of the population is dissatisfied with 
present income. The present study indicates 67.3% of all 
workers are dissatisfied to some degree . 
2. The higher an employee's income the more likely he 
is to be satisfied with it. 
3. Occupational differences exist but are subordinate 
in importance to income differences. 
4. Satisfaction and dissatisfaction vary with income 
quite irrespective of education within the income group. 
In addition to the above, Centers and Cantril (1946) 
determined that "for those who are dissatisfied, it is 
generally true that the more money a person has the more money 
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he wants." Herein were planted the seeds of paradox. 
Ganguli (1957b) translated the above statement of 
Centers and Cantril to for the beginnings of a theory of 
income aspiration. Ganguli (1957b), in a study of Indian 
factory workers, found - a correlation of .40 between present 
earnings and income expectation. In other words, a person's 
present income serves a frame of reference by which he sets his 
aspirations; "...the more money he gets the more money he 
wants." Ganguli also found that although age had no effect, 
a person's financial aspiration depends to some extent on 
his education and also on length of service with the company. 
Thus, a person with a higher education or the person with 
longer service would expect more money than the less educated 
or more recently hired individual. The paradox was completed 
when carried to its logical conclusion. dorkers with higher 
financial expectation were significantly more dissatisfied than 
those with lower expectation (Ganguli, 1957b). Thus, the 
paradox: If higher financial aspiration leads to higher 
income dissatisfaction, and higher pay is associated with high-
er levels of aspiration, it follows that higher paid workers 
should have higher levels of dissatisfaction. But all income 
satisfaction studies report the higher paid as being more 
satisfied with their income! 
Other conclusions would also logically follow which 
are not generally supported by research findings. First, 
since better educated workers report higher income aspiration, 
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one would expect those employees with a higher level of 
education to be less satisfied with their wages. One study 
of education level and satisfaction with pay does appear to 
confirm this hypothesis. Klein and Maher (1966), reporting 
on operational measurements of the general concept of per-
sonal expectations of 727 foreman or first-line supervisors, 
reached the following conclusions: 
1. Higher education is associated with relative 
dissatisfaction with pay, and 
2. These differences in satisfaction for individuals 
with different levels of education are not due to differences 
in actual level of salary. 
This author would suggest, however, that Klein and Maher 
(1966) based their second conclusion on faulty assumptions. 
Klein and Maher assume that by controlling for age and skill 
level as "approximations of salary level" they have removed 
any affects of differential wages among these groups. This 
may or may not be the case. 
How then can this paradox be resolved? A very simple 
solution is possible. Higher paid employees may well expect 
higher wages and it may well be that higher wage aspirations 
may lead to a predisposition to dissatisfaction. But those 
groups of individuals who have been shown to expect higher 
wages in studies such as Ganguli (1957b), Centers and Cantril 
(1946) and Klein and Maher (1966) are the same groups which, 
in fact, do receive higher wages as shown in research such as 
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Lawler and Porter (1966) and the present study. Thus, these 
expectations of higher wages are, to some degree at least, met. 
It is suggested that expectation will only relate to dissatis-
faction in employees where these expectations are not fairly 
well fulfilled. Higher-level managers, for instance, may 
expect more pay, but they get it. Higher educated employees 
are also paid more 	The findings of Klein and Maher (1966), 
as well as the findings of Andrews and Henry (1963), can be 
attributed to the methodology used for statistical analysis. 
Both, using chi-square methodology, were unable to effec-
tively control for differences in actual income. All studies 
which have reported present pay as the only variable useful in 
predicting wage satisfaction (Centers and Cantril, 1946; 
Lawler and Porter, 1966; and the present study) employed 
multiple regression techniques allowing one to partial out 
the effects of each variable individually. 
Group Variability 
 
Throughout previous sections of this paper numerous 
references have been made to group differences in the relative 
importance of the demographic variables, A clearer picture 
of these group differences may be seen in Figure 1 and 2 
Figure 1 is a graphic representation of the magnitude of the 
partial correlations for each independent variable and actual 
pay for male hourly, salaried and management employees. Figure 





















    
    
Figure 1. Partial Correlations of Independent 








Figure 2. Partial Correlations of Independent 













An interesting and significant feature of Figure 2 
should be noted. When considering their importance in con-
tributing to one's satisfaction with his income it appears 
that actual pay holds a greater relative importance for 
management personnel than for salaried employees, and for 
members of the hourly group. It will be recalled that 
according to Maslow's theory of need fulfillment (See 
Introduction) pay, a lower-order need, should become less 
important as the need for it becomes better fulfilled. Thus, 
the present study is at variance with Maslow. According to 
Figure 2, as one's occupational level, and along with it one's 
income, increases, pay becomes more, not less important. 
It appears as if income is a much more complex factor 
than Maslow's theory would indicate. It is easy to see that 
money for higher-paid employees becomes more than just a 
maintainance need which when fulfilled to a comfortable level 
loses its importance. Money becomes important for fulfillment 
of higher-order needs such as esteem, prestige and self-
actualization. Money may become an index by which an indivi-
dual measures his success in life. Thus, money is far more 
complex and important than indicated by Maslow's point of view. 
Evidence supporting these findings and suppositions are given 
by Myers (1964), Porter (1961), Phelan (1969) and were dis-
cussed in the introduction to this paper. 
Wages versus Wage Satisfaction 
It was earlier suggested that perhaps it may be desira- 
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ble for the determinants of a person's pay to be related to the 
determinants of that individual's satisfaction with his income. 
While no pretense is made that any evidence bearing on the 
validity of the above assumption is presented by this study, 
it is apparent that for the employees in the present sample, 
variables highly related to wages have no significant impor-
tance in determining the degree to which they are satisfied 
with their perceived income. This relationship is quite dra-
matically obvious in Figures 3, 4 and 5, Figure 3 is a graphic 
representation of the magnitude of the partial and multiple 
correlation of the demographic variables with both wages and 
wage satisfaction for the management group. Figures 4 and 5 
present the same information for the salaried and hourly 
samples respectively. In each case the comparison of the 
coefficients of multiple correlation for both dependent varia-
bles revealed a highly significant difference (p4:.001; 
t = 12.47, 16.56 and 10.97 for management, salaried and hourly 
personnel in that order. 
The implications of the above results are obvious. 
If it is an objective of an organization to provide its 
employees with an income which will result in a general 
attitude of wage satisfaction, then distribution of wages should 
be based primarily on variables other than age, job level, 
education or length of service and probably other variables 
of the demographic type. 
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Sex Differences  
A prevalent finding in studies of satisfaction with the 
job has been the moderating effect of the sex variable, How-
ever, the studies comparing men and women in job satisfaction 
do not lead to any simple conclusion about such differences 
(Herzberg, Mausner, Peterson, and Capwell, 1957). 
Suspecting that sex differences may also be found in the 
determinants of wages and wage satisfaction, the general 
regression analysis was recomputed in this study for the salar-
ied and hourly samples with females included. A lack of 
female management employees precluded any recomputation for 
sex differences in that group. Not only were sex differences 
found but group differences were again shown, 
The results imply that both hourly and salaried female 
employees receive significantly less pay than males (p‹.001). 
For hourly employees sex becomes the most important variable 
in determining one's wage (7 = -045), For salaried employees 
sex is the least important, though still significant, factor 
in determining wages, Although hourly women are paid less than 
men in the same group, they are more satisfied with their 
earnings than men (7 = ,18, p‹,001)! Thus, it seems that 
being paid less than their male counterparts is not a source 
of dissatisfaction for female hourly workers, This is con-
sistent with the finding that wages are usually ranked lower 
in importance by females than males (Herzberg, et al,, 1957). 
Women are more concerned with working conditions and social 
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aspects of the job than pay. Sex is not a significantly impor-
tant variable in salaried worker's wage satisfaction (r = .06). 
This last fact, coupled with the finding that sex is a rela-
tively unimportant factor in determining wages of salaried 
workers, supports the general notion that job attitudes of 
women who are career oriented are more similar to those of 
men than are job attitudes of non-career women (Herzberg, 
et al., 1959). Hourly females are less likely to be career 
workers than salaried women. 
Herzberg, Mausner, Peterson and Capwell (1957) review 
21 studies bearing on this problem. Six of these show women 
more satisfied than men, three show women less satisfied than 
men; and in five, no differences are found. It is quite poss-
ible, as suggested from the above, that differences in occu- 
pational groups from which samples were selected may be respon-
sible for some of the contradiction among these studies, 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH LIMITATIONS, CONCLUSIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Several of the major findings of the present study 
have important implications for both research and application 
concerning salary. In general these findings are as follows: 
7— The determinants of pay for managerial, salaried 
and hourly employees appear to be largely demographic in nature 
such as age, education, seniority and job level. This is 
suggested by the relatively high multiple correlations of these 
variables with the actual pay received by members of these 
work groups, 
2, The low multiple correlations between these same 
demographic variables and satisfaction of managerial, salaried, 
and hourly employees with their pay indicate that it is very 
difficult to predict satisfaction with income from these kinds 
of factors, Satisfaction with pay must, undoubtedly, bear 
a lawful relationship with some factors, but the present 
research suggests that such demographic variables are not 
important determinants of it 
3. Actual pay was the only variable even modestly 
related to pay satisfaction, Higher-paid employees are, in 
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general, better satisfied with their pay. It had been assumed 
by some that being paid more will simply raise one's expecta-
tions of what he should be paid and as a result one would be 
no better, if not less, satisfied with his pay. The results 
of the present study do not support this view. Other things 
equal, higher pay within a work group is associated with 
higher wage satisfaction. 
4. Samples of hourly, salaried-nonsupervisory, and 
management employees may not be assumed to come from the same 
population. Important group differences exist between these 
samples which preclude generalization to another work group 
research findings based on data from one of them alone. 
5. Sex may have a moderating effect on wage satisfac-
tion such that women, though paid less, are more satisfied 
with their earnings than their male co-workers. 
Those who are responsible for company salary policies 
often voice the belief that pay should be primarily a function 
of the job difficulty, amount of responsibility, and level of 
performance required. Thus, they frequently design and 
implement a program of job analyses, job descriptions, job 
evaluations, salary structures, and merit reviews. Unfor-
tunately, a number of problems arise with such a program, It 
is often very difficult to obtain satisfactory measures of 
levels of work and responsibility, and even more difficult to 
obtain reliable and relevant evaluations of individual job 
performance. 
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For these reasons, another approach to salary distri-
bution has become common which involves the use of more easily 
measured variables assumed to be closely related to salary 
(Chandler, et al., 1963). Employee characteristics of age, 
seniority, education, sex and job level have been shown to be 
highly related to one's income. It is relatively easy to 
obtain reliable measures of such demographic variables. It is 
questionable, however, that a salary program so highly depen-
dent on these variables would be desirable since it has also 
been shown that these variables have no significant relation-
ship with one's satisfaction with his pay. Thus, further 
research is recommended to determine those variables more 
highly related to salary satisfaction. These variables will 
be much more subtle and more difficult to measure, but salary 
and wage programs based on them are more likely to result in 
satisfied workers. 
Profitable directions for future work are hinted at by 
the work of Patchen (1961). As mentioned previously, it is 
Patchen's view that satisfaction with one's wages is highly 
dependent upon his choice of wage comparisons; that is, upon 
his relative standing on earnings and his relative status on 
dimensions related to earnings with those to whom he chooses 
to compare himself. Those who choose dissonant comparisons 
are less likely to be satisfied with their earnings than those 
who choose consonant comparisons. The "direction" of a wage 
comparison is meaningful to individuals only in the context 
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of relative standing on other status attributes (Patchen, 
1961). What is now needed is a more complete understanding of 
what factors dictate the wage comparisons an individual will 
choose. 
Another fruitful direction may be pointed to by the 
recent work of Lawler and Hackman (1970) who have discovered 
that employees who were allowed to participate in the develop-
ment of pay incentive plans were possibly more satisfied with 
them and possibly with their job as evidenced by a substantial, 
long-lasting reduction in absenteeism. In fact, it has been 
suggested that greater wage satisfaction may result if the 
employee is allowed to select or reject on an individual basis, 
various benefits such as insurance, savings, vacation, retire-
ment, and profit sharing plans such that he actually tailor-
makes his compensation package (Haire, Ghiselli and Porter, 
1963). 
In short, when investigating and implementing wage pro-
grams designed to create satisfied workers the temptation to 
deal with the most convenient, easily measured variables must 
be avoided and methods must be developed to reach into the 
more complex aspects of pay satisfaction for more meaningful 
factors upon which to base such programs. 
Not independent of the above discussion, which carries 
with it a feel for the importance of reference groups, is the 
prevelant indication of group differences in the present 
research. This author is inclined to agree with the position 
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of England and Stein (1961) whc concludd that, "specific 
attitudinal areas may be crucial for some occupational groups 
and not for others and this implies that the use of scores on 
the same attitude scale for all groups may hide more than it 
reveals" This and the statement of Strong (1958) that "A 
way must be found to consider only those who are really 
satisfied or dissatisfied with each factor and to disregard 
those who don't really care about the factor," seem most appro-
priate for wage and wage satisfaction research. Perhaps atti-
tude scales should be developed for each occupational group. 
The present research indicates that studies of workers in 
the organization should at least draw separate samples of 
hourly and non-hourly employees stratified by sex. 
Turning to the motivational aspects of wages and wage 
satisfaction, the inability of Maslow's basic need theory to 
account for the finding of the present research that level of 
pay appears as a relatively more important factor in deter-
mining wage satisfaction in higher-paid employees than the 
less highly paid and the general difficulty of Herzberg's "dual 
factor" theory with respect to pay (supported by the indica-
tion in the present research that wages are important as a 
satisfier as well as a dissatisfier), leads this author to 
search for another conceptual model upon which to base future 
research. 
A base for such a model is the work of Georgopoulos, 
Mahoney and Jones (1957). These authors addressed themselves 
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to the problem of explaining industrial motivation by first 
assuming that individuals in the work situation have certain 
goals in common. The achievement of these goals satisfy certain 
corresponding needs. By also assuming that human behavior 
is in part a function of rational calculability, or decision 
making in terms of goal-directedness, they arrived at a 
"path-goal" approach to the problem. This approach is based 
on the following assumptions: "individual productivity is, 
among other things a function of one's motivation to produce 
at a given level; in turn, such motivation depends upon (a) 
the particular needs of the individual as reflected in the 
goals toward which he is moving and (b) his perception 
regarding the relative usefulness of productivity behavior as 
an instrumentality, or a path to the attainment of these 
goals." People will maintain certain needs, they will seek 
and pursue among available goals those which they perceive 
will satisfy these needs. Thus, the "path-goal hypothesis": 
"If a worker sees high productivity as a path leading to the 
attainment of one or more of his personal goals, he will tend 
to be a high producer. Conversely, if he sees low productivity 
as a path to the achievement of his goals, he will tend to 
be a low producer (Georgopoulos, et al., 1957)." Certainly 
money must be considered a primary goal of the worker. In 
addition, monetary incentives can not be considered apart from 
all of the worker's other needs (Whyte, 1963), The impor-
tant point is that the worker must be made to perceive his 
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change in behavior (increased productivity) as a path to a 
goal (money). The advantage of a monetary incentive is that 
it may serve to fulfill a vast number of complex needs beyond 
those of maintenance (which Maslow suggested). Pay is more 
important for what it represents (Myers, 1964). Pay may 
represent a form of self-actualization, an index of achieve-
ment or status, power, etc. Underlying this hypothesis is the 
conviction that company goals (increased productivity in what-
ever form) can best be served by providing the employee an 
opportunity to obtain his personal goals. The hypothesis main-
tains that goal paths will be chosen according to their 
utility for reaching the goals. Parker (1963) tested this 
hypothesis on 1,716 pharmaceutical warehouse workers and found 
a significant relationship between perceived performance 
instrumentality and group productivity. This was taken to 
indicate that, if worker goals and perceptions concerning 
what types of behavior lead to the goals are known, prediction 
of behavior seems possible. 
Using the "path-goal" approach and incorporating 
the general conclusions of the present and other research, a 
conceptual model of the relationship between wages, wage-
satisfaction (as a dimension of job satisfaction) and job 
performance may be developed which. hopefull will be produc-
tive in development of future research. This model is 
represented schematically in Figure 6. This closed loop sys-
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PROVIDED JOB PERFORMANCE IS PERCEIVED AS ONE OFf-- 
Figure 6. Incorporated Model of Wages, Wage Satisfaction, 
and Their Relation to Job Performance 
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between a wage program and job performance. If the determin-
ants of wages are not associated with the determinants of 
satisfaction, the relationship is broken. Likewise, if the 
worker does not perceive improved performance as a path to 
gaining higher monetary compensation of the model does not 
hold. Link (1) , the only original contribution, was postu-
lated as a result of the present research and remains untested. 
Link (2) was derived from and empirically supported by 
Lawler (1964) (See Introduction), Link (3) is a common argu-
ment of Lawler (1964) and Georgopoulos, et al. (1963) and 
receives positive empirical support in both studies. As 
mentioned before, the overall framework of Figure 6 is the 
path-goal hypothesis of Georgopoulos, Mahoney and Jones which 
has been successfully supported by Parker (1963). It is 
recommended that research be conducted to verify or reject this 
model. The general model states that: if the determinants 
of wages closely approximate the determinants of wage satis-
faction, then a greater perception of satisfaction with 
wages is more likely to result among employees. It has been 
shown that those more satisfied with their wages are more often 
rated high on measures of effort and performance. And this 
total relationship exists only if the worker perceives job 
performance as a determinant of wages. This model could 
probably be applied to any other well-established dimension of 
job satisfaction. 
In summary then, it appears as though, like job 
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satisfaction, pay as an important dimension of job satisfac-
tion, is an extremely complex factor which cannot be easily 
separated from many other needs and goals of the industrial 
worker. A great deal of research is needed to discover those 
factors which determine whether an employee is satisfied 
with his present income or not. Upon discovery of these 
factors, wage and salary, and incentive programs should be 
built around them. 
Limitations of This Research  
The present research has dealt with pay satisfaction 
as a gross measure of equity. No distinction was made be-
tween those who indicated dissatisfaction due to perceived 
overpayment and those dissatisfied by perceived underpayment. 
It is quite possible the factors in this study may be related 
differently within such groups. 
A more serious limitation of the present research is 
the lack of more sophisticated statistical techniques with 
which to compare correlation coefficients across more than two 
samples or more than two variables. A technique similar to 
multiple comparisons among group means is needed to avoid 
problems of serial dependency in testing for significant 
differences. Thus, many comparisons in the present research 
were based on observation as have similar comparisons in past 
research. 
Another possible limitation is the use of a linear 
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model in all regression analyses. It is conceivable that 
many of the relationships tested have curvilinear properties 
left undetected by the techniques used. 
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r„..„__3 EMPLOYEE OPINION STUDY 	 7 7 
This questionnaire has been prepared by Georgia Tech, at the request of Lockheed managenignt, to obtain employees' 
opinions of their jobs and the Company. The Company and Georgia Tech agreed that this survey will he absolutely 
anonymous. No individual will be identified; the Company will see no records of individual opinions. Only a summary 
of the ideas and opinions collected will be given to the Company. 
NOTE: (I) This questionnaire was mailed directly from Georgia Tech. It should be returned directly to Georgia Tech. 
It will never be seen by anyone from 11=23111. 
(2) You arc not required to answer every question. 
PLEASE DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME 
Use the enclosed envelope to mail this questionnaire directly to: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
Opinion Study Project, Atlanta, Georgia 30332. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Your Organization: In Row One, circle the first number of your organization. 
In Row Two, circle the second number of your organization. 
(Example: If you are in 72-44, you would circle 7 in Row One and 2 in Row Two.)• 
e— Row One — 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2— Row Two — 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
(Answers from small organizations will be combined with those from related organizations to protect individual 
anonymity.) 
Your sex is: 	Male 	to-1 	Female 	—2 
AGE (check one) 	 WEEKLY SALARY (check one) 	WORK LOCATION (check one) 
18-29     1 1-1 	$135 or Less   12- 1' Charleston . .' . • 	 13- 1 
30-39  	 —2 	$136 , 193  	—2 	Chattanooga  	—2 
40-49  	 —3 	$194 - 250   —3 	Clarksburg 	 —3 
50-59    	—4 	$251 - 325  	—4. 	Dawsonville 	 —4 
60 +     —5 	$326 -383   —5 	LIP  	 —5 
$384 +  	-6 	Logan . ..   • —8 
Marietta . . 	 —7 













LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
Less than High School 	 
High Schol Graduate 	 
Business/Technical School _ 
Some College 
Bachelor's Degree 	 
Advanced Degree 	 
FIELD OF EDUCATION 
Business or Finance 	 16— 1 
Engineering 
Law 	  
Liberal Arts 
Science 	 
















LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT (check one) 
Office Level or Higher____; 17-1  Department or Division Mgr 	; —2 1st Line Supervisor 	 
SECURITY REGULATIONS REMINDER 
In your written comments do not reveal any classified information or Company proprietary information. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On the following pages are come questions which ask you to give your opinions on various aspects of sour job and 
the Company Rate }our answers to each question by circling one number on each rating scale. wi th 7 being the highest 
rating. and I the lowest. Numbers betsseen I and 7 should he used for ratings hetsscen "very little" and "very much" or 
between - not important" And "very important." (LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE 11111('11 IS ALREADY MA.RKED.) 
YOUR SUPERVISOR'S ABILITY TO GIVE CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS: 
How much ability does he hasel 
very little 	I 	2 	3 O 5 	6 	7 	very much 
How much should he have? 
very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 0 7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
not important 1 	2 	3 	4 	6 	7 	very important 
DO NOT CIRCLE ANYTHING BUT NUMBERS 
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YOUR JOB WORK LOAD; 	 YOUR SUPERVISOR'S TECHNICAL JOB KNOWLEDGE: FEELING A PART OF THE TEAM: 
How much do you feel a part of the team? 
t.- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 	4 5 	6 	7 very much 
How much should you feel a part of it? 
t.- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to vou? 
57- not important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
How much work du you have? 
4. - 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 
How much should you have? 
4 .- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 	4 
Huw important is this to you? 
..- not important 	 I 	2 3 4  
5 6 7 very much 
5 6 7 very much 
5 6 7 very important 
How much knowledge does he have? 
7- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 	5 	6 
How much should he have? 
very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 	5 	6 
How important is this to you? 
.- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 
7 very much 
7 very much 
7 very important 
COMPANY TREATMENT OF EMPLOYEES: 
How much does the Company consider individuals in making 
decisions? 
1.- very little 	 1 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should rt consider individuals? 
5.- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you 
..- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY REPUTATION: 
How much prestige does the Company have in the aircraft 
industry? 
at - veiy little 	1 2 3 	4 5 	6 	 7 	very much 
How much should it have? 
az- 	 very little 	 I 	2 3 4 	5 6 7 very much 
Huw important is this to you? 
2.- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO COMPANY PRODUCTS: 
How much do you feel your job contributes? 
24- 	very little 	 1 	2 	 3 	4 5 	6 7 	very much 
Howmuch would you like to feel contrihutes? 
as- 	very little 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
2 .- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
CONTACT WITH FELLOW WORKERS OUTSIDE WORKING 
HOURS: 
Haw much do you associate with fellow workers outside work-
ing hour s? 
27- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should your associate? 
2 .- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How  00 , 	 is I thispo yr? 4 
5 6 7 very important 
YOUR WORK PLACE: 
How much do your working conditions help you do a good job? 
..- 	 very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How should they help? 
. 5- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 5 	6 7 	very much 
Huw important is this to you 
an- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN GOOD EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES 
AND MATERIALS: 
Howmuch is there? 
33- 	 very little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 5 	6 	 7 	very much 
How much should there be? 
.4- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
..- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
HIGHER MANAGEMENT'S SUPPORT OF YOUR SUPER-
VISOR: 
How much backing does he get? 
CS- 	 very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
Huw much backing should he get? 
.7- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
So- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COOPERATION AMONG YOUR FELLOW WORKERS: 
How much teamwork is there? 
..- 	 very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
40- very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
41- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
PRESTIGE OF YOUR JOB OUTSIDE THE COMPANY: 
How much prestige does your job have outside the Company? 
no- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much prestige should your job have outside the Company? 
43- very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
44- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important  
COOPERATION BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS: 
How much is there? 
very little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 	5 	6 	 7 	very much 
How much should there Be 
5 . - 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 	 5 	6 	7 very much 
How important is this to you , 
..- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
HIGHER MANAGEMENT APPRECIATION OF THE 
IMPORTANCE OF YOUR WORK: 
How much is there? 
.4- 	very little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
Huw much should there be? 
..- 	 very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
..- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
RECOGNITION FOR GOOD IDEAS OR GOOD WORK: 
How much do you get? 
.7- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should you get? 
• very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
..- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE JOBS WITHIN THE COMPANY: 
How much is there? 
..- 	 very little I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
at - 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
Huy, important IS this to you 
..- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION FROM YOUR JOB: 
How much opportunity is there? 
very little 	 I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should bc there? 
.4- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important IS this to you? 
• not important 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FAIRNESS OF PROMOTION PROCEDURES: 
How much fairness is there? 
..- 	 very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there bc? 
.7- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
How important is this to you 
0.- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
GOOD PLANNING AND SCHEDULING OF WORK BY YOUR 
SUPERVISOR: 
How much is them? 
0 .- 	very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should them be? 
7°- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
75- not important 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE: 
How much is there? 
on- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
on- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
• not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FREEDOM TO MAKE DECISIONS IN YOUR WORK: 
How much is there? 
very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 	7 very much 
How much should there be? 
74- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
77- not important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY SPONSORED TRAINING FOR YOUR JOB: 
How much training have you received? 
5.- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 5 	6 7 	very much 
How much should you have received? 
II- 	 very little 	 I 	2 	 3 	4 	5 	6 	 7 	very much 
How important this to you 
5 .- net important 	 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY FOR EDUCATION OR TRAINING TO KEEP 
ABREAST OF YOUR FIELD: 
How much opportunity is there? 
t.- 	very little 	 1 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How much should there be? 
.4- very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
5 .- nut important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY IN YOUR JOB TO DEVELOP NEW SKILLS 
AND KNOWLEDGE: 
How much is there? 
5 . - 	very little 	 I 	2 	3 4 	5 	 6 	7 very much 
How much should there be? 
7- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to your 
5 .- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
PROMPT ACTION ON YOUR COMPLAINTS AND PROBLEMS 
BY YOUR SUPERVISOR: 
How much is there' , 
5 .- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there hey 
very little 	 1 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
al- not important 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT YOUR SUPERVISOR 
EXPECTS OF YOU: 
How much information about your job responsibilities do you 
get? 
an- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should you get^ 
very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 	7 	very much 
How important is this to you 
24- not important I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
INFORMATION RELATING TO COMPANY OPERATIONS: 
How much information does the Company provide? 
as- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 4 	5 	 6 	 7 	very much 
How much should be provided? 
..- 	 very little 	 I 	2 	3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
.7- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
YOUR SUPERVISOR'S ABILITY TO GUT ALONG WITH 
PEOPLE: 
How much ability does he have? 
..- 	 very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should he have? 
n 4- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How Important is this to you? 
..- not important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FEELING OF SATISFACTION FROM THE TYPE OF WORK 
YOU DO: 
How much satisfaction do you get? 
.5- very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 	5 	 6 7 very much 
How much should you get, 
an- 	 very little 	 I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
an- not important I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
SATISFACTION FROM GOOD WORK: 
How much satisfaction do you get from doing good work on 
your job? 
na- very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How irnportant is this to you 
se- of important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
THE PRESTIGE OF YOUR JOB IN THE COMPANY: 
How much prestige does your job have? 
very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
Howuch should it have? 
n°- 	ver
m 
 y little 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you 
47- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY TO USE YOUR SPECIAL SKILLS AND 
ABILITIES: 
How ymuch tzrt i opportunity 3 4 do  „y 	6 7 
How much opportunity should you have? 	 How high should it be? 
7 .- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 	 .7- 	very low 1 2 3 4 5 6 
How important is this to you? 	 How important is this to you? 
so-not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 	 ont- not important I 	2 3 4 5 6 
PAY FOR THE WORK WHICH YOU DO: 
How high is it? 
very much 
	
36- very low I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very high 
7 very high 
7 very important 
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112F- The Idea of Zero Defects 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10- Applicability of ZD to Your Job 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
20- The Fairntss of ZD Awards 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
21- Charting of ZD Progress  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
22— Effect of ZD on Your Performance 	  I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
What do you feel is the purpose of the Zero Defects program 	  
• 
What is the chief result of the Zero Defecti program" 	  
OTHER ASPECTS OF YOUR JOB AND THE COMPANY 
Consider the following items. Rate your opinion of each by circling a number from I to 7 at the left. Then indicate its 









23-- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Credit Union 63- 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 
2*- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Savings Plan 54-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25-- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Retirement Plan 55— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
aa— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tuition Reimbursement 86-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
27.- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Group Insurance Plan 87-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
me— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vacation Policy 50- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
24- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Sick Leave Policy 50- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
30- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Disciplinary Policy 60- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
31- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Promotion from Within 61-  I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
32-. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B.O.M.0 62-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
33-- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 G.L.E.R.C. 63-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
34- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Plant Medical Services 04- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
35- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Food Services 68- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
36- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Management Club 66- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
37- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Southern Star 67-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
33- I .2 3 4 5 6 7 Southern Craftsman 68-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
33- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 This Opinion Survey 66- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
40- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Housekeeping 70-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
41-- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Job Security 71-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
42- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Parking 72-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
43— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Performance of Subordinates 73-  I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
44- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Safety Practices 74' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
45- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Company Interest in Community 75-  I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
413- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Management Support of Your 76-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Decisions 
47— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Pay Compared to Other 77-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11C:=1 Companies 
46-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Usefulness of Paperwork 
on Your Job 
75- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
• e— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Opportunity to reel a 70— 1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 
Part of Management 
50-  I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Plant Maintenance 50- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
51-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Information on Company 7- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Policies 
527 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Morale of Your Co-workers 8— I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
YOUR WRITTEN COMMENTS 
You may have ideas and opinions not fully covered in this survey. Write in the space below. If you need more space, 
attach a separate sheet. 
EMPLOYEE OPINION STUDY 
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This questionnaire has been prepared by Georgia Tech, at the request of C=7= management. to obtain employees' 
opinions of their jobs and the Company. The Company and Georgia Tech agreed that this survey will be absolutely 
anonymous. No individual will be identified; the Company will sec no records of individual opinions. Only a summary 
of the ideas and opinions collected will be given to the Company. 
NOTE: (1) This questionnaire was mailed directly from Georgia Tech. It should be returned directly to Georgia Tech. 
It will never be seen by anyone from Man 
(2) You are not required to answer every question. 
PLEASE DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME 
Use the enclosed envelope to mail this questionnaire directly to: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
Opinion Study Project, Atlanta, Georgia 30332. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Your Organization: In Row One, circle the first tiUmber of your organization. 
In Row Two, circle the second number of your organization. 
(Example: If you arc in 72-44, you would circle 7 in Row One and 2 in Row Two.) 
8— Row One — 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
IP" Row Two — 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
(Answers from small organizations will be combined with those from related organi2ations to protect individual 
anonymity.) 
Your sex is: 	Male 	to-1 	Female 	 
AGE (check one) 	 WEEKLY SALARY (check one) 
	
WORK LOCATION (check one) 
18-29     11-1 	$135 or Less   12-1 
30-39  	 —2 $136 - 174 
40-49    	—3 	$175-211 
50-59     —4 	$212 - 249 




YEAR FIRST HIRED 
2.1211.1221.112.1 
1967     14-1 
1965-66 –a •••• • 
1963-64 	 —3 
1961-62 —4 
1959.60 	 –5 
1957-58 –6 
1955-56 
1953-54 	 --e 
1951-52 –• 
Before 1951 	 –o 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
Less than High School 
High School Graduate 
Business/Technical School_ 
Some College . . . 
Bachelor's Degree 
Advanced Degree 
FIELD OF EDUCATION 
	
115-1 	Business or Finance 	10- 1 
—2 	Engineering 	 –2 
—3 	Law     —3 
- Liberal Arts 	 —4 
–5 	Science 	 
—6 	Other  —6 
(write in) 
AT WHAT LEVEL 
IS YOUR JOB? 
17- 1 	Associate   to- 1 
—2 Intermediate 	 –2 
—3 	Senior     —3 
Specialist 	 —4 
Other     —5 
YOUR JOB IS: 
Engineer 
Scientist 
Other 	  
(write in) 
   
   
    
    
























       
       
SECURITY REGULATIONS REMINDER 
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On the following pages are some questions which ask you to give your opinions on various aspects of your job and 
the Company. Rate your answers to each question by circling one number on each rating scale, with 7 being the highest 
rating, and I the lowest. Numbers between 1 and 7 should be used for ratings between "very little" and "very much" or 
between "not important" and "very important." (LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE WHICH IS ALREADY MARKED.) 
YOUR SUPERVISOR'S ABILITY TO GIVE CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS: 
How much ability does he have? 
very little 	1 	2 3 0 5 6 7 very much 
How much should he have? 
very little 	1 	2 3 4 5 0 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
not important 1 	2 	3 4 0 6 7 very important 
DO NOT CIRCLE ANYTHING BUT NUMBERS 
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FEELING A PART OF THE TEAM: 	 YOUR JOB WORK LOAD; 
How much do you feel a part of the scam? 
	
very little 	1 2 	3 	4 5 	6 	 7 	very much 
How much should you feel a part of it? 
1 . - 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 	4 	 5 	6 	7 
How important is this to you? 
t'- not important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
How much work do you have? 
43- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 
How much should you have? 
P.- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 	4 
How important is this to you? 
30- not important 1 2 3 4  
5 6 7 very much 
5 6 7 very much 
5 6 7 very tmportant 
YOUR SUPERVISOR'S TECHNICAL JOB KNOWLEDGE; 
How much knowledge does he have? 
3- 	very little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 5 	6 	7 very much 
How much should he have? 
0- 	 very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you  
1- not Important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY TREATMENT OF EMPLOYEES: 
How much does the Company consider individuals in making 
decisions? 
It ,- 	very little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How much should 6 consider individuals? 
1 ,- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 5 6 7 	very much 
How important A [hi; to you 
.0- not important I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY REPUTATION: 
How much prestige does the Company have :n the aircraft 
industry? 
21- very little 	 I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 	very much 
How much should it have? 
22- very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
.3- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO COMPANY PRODUCTS: 
How much do you feel your job contobutes? 
.4- very little 	 I 	23 	4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much would you like to feel it contributes? 
.,- 	 very little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
.3- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
How important is this to you? 
2 .- not important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very Important 
YOUR WORK PLACE: 
How much do your work ing conditions help you do a good job? 
30- 	very little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 	 5 	6 7 very much 
How should they help? 
- 	 very little 	 1 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 




 4 	5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN GOOD EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES 
AND MATERIALS: 
How much is there? 
..- 	 very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 	eery much 
How much should there he? 
34- 	very /Ale 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
33- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
HIGHER MANAGEMENTS SUPPORT OF YOUR SUPER-
VISOR: 
How much backing does he get? 
30- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much backing should he get? 
Se- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
33- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COOPERATION AMONG YOUR FELLOW WORKERS: 
How much teamwork is there? 
313- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
4,- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you 
41- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
PRESTIGE OF YOUR JOB OUTSIDE THE COMPANY: 
How much prestige does your job have outside the Company? 
42- very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much prestige should your job have outside the Company? 
43- very little 	 I 	2 	 3 	4 5 	6 	 7 	very much 
How important is this to your 
44- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important  
COOPERATION BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS: 
How much is there? 
Sr - 	very little 	 1 	 2 	3 	4 	5 	 6 	7 very much 
How much should there be? 
very little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 5 	6 	7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
..- not important 	 I 	 2 	3 4 5 6 7 very Important 
HIGHER MANAGEMENT APPRECIATION OF THE 
IMPORTANCE OF YOUR WORK: 
How much is there? 
34- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
33- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How import= is this to you? 
..- not important 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very Important 
RECOGNITION FOR GOOD IDEAS OR GOOD WORK: 
How much do you get? 
3,- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should you get? 
33- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you 
.1- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION FROM YOUR JOB: 
How much opportunity is there? 
3 3- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should be there? 
84- 	 very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you , 
not important 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FAIRNESS OF PROMOTION PROCEDURES: 
How much fatrness is there? 
very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
33- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How =portant is this to you 
33- not Important 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
GOOD PLANNING AND SCHEDULING OF WORK BY YOUR 
SUPERVISOR: 
How much is there? 
31- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
7.- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
et - not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE: 
Howmuch :s there? 
72- 	very little 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
33- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
74- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FREEDOM TO MAKE DECISIONS IN YOUR WORK: 
How much is there? 
7 .- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 5 	6 	7 very much 
How much should there be? 
33- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
3.- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY SPONSORED TRAINING FOR YOUR JOB: 
How much tramtng have you received? 
to- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should you have received? 
vcry little 	 1 	 2 	 3 	4 5 	6 	7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
7.- not Important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY FOR EDUCATION OR TRAINING TO KEEP 
ABREAST OF YOUR FIELD: 
How much opportuntty is there? 
3- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How much should there be? 
14- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How ■mportant is this to you? 
t. 	not Important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY IN YOUR JOB TO DEVELOP NEW SKILLS 
AND KNOWLEDGE: 
How much is there? 
13- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should them be? 
t.- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How important is the to you  
to- Oct Important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
PROMPT ACTION ON YOUR COMPLAINTS AND PROBLEMS 
BY YOUR SUPERVISOR: 
How much is there? 
t 1- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
20- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How Important is this to you? 
not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT YOUR SUPERVISOR 
EXPECTS OF YOU: 




very hill,' 	1 	2 3 4 	5 6 7 	very much 
How much should you get? 
. 3- 	very little 	 1 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
24- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
INFORMATION RELATING TO COMPANY OPERATIONS: 
How much information does the Company provide? 
23- very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 	7 very much 
How much should be provided? 
very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
. 3- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
YOUR SUPERVISOR'S ABILITY TO GET ALONG WITH 
PEOPLE: 
How much ability does he have? 
. 13- 	very little 	 1 	 2 	3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should he have? 
. 1- 	very little 	 1 	 2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How =portant is this to you? 
30- not important I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FEELING OF SATISFACTION FROM THE TYPE OF WORK 
YOU DO: 
How much satisfaction do you get? 
3,- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	3 4 	5 	 6 	7 	very much 
How much should you get? 
52- 	very little 	 I 	 2 	 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
..- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
SATISFACTION FROM GOOD WORK: 
How much satisfaction do you get from doing good work on 
your job? 
34- vcry little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
..- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
CONTACT WITH FELLOW WORKERS OUTSIDE WORKING OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE JOBS WITHIN THE COMPANY: 
HOURS: 	 How much is there? 
How much do you associate with fellow workers outside work- 	 30- very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
ing hours? 	 How much should there be? 
.3- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 	 31- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 vcry much 
How much should your associate? 	 How Important is this to you? 
aa- very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 	 5.- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY TO USE YOUR SPECIAL SKILLS AND 
THE PRESTIGE OF YOUR JOB IN THE COMPANY: 	 ABILITIES: 
How much prestige does your job have? 	 How much opportunity do you have? 
us- 	 very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 	 78- 	 very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
Howmuch should it have? 	 How much opportunity should you have? 
40- 	 very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 	 31- 	very little 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
47- not important 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
PAY FOR THE WORK WHICH YOU DO: 
How high is it? 
33- 	very low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very high 
How high should it be? 
3,- 	very low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very high 
How important is this to you? 	 How important is this to you? 
00- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 	 30- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
THE "ZERO DEFECTS" PROGRAM 	 82 
Rate each of the following by circling a number on the rating scale from I to 7. 
very 	 very 
poor good 
20- The Idea of Zero Defects 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
21— Applicability of ZD to Your Work 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
22-  The Fairness of ZD Awards 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
23-  Charting of ZD Progress 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
24-  Effect of ZD on Your Performance 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
What do you feel is the purpose of the Zero Defects program' 	  
What is the chief result of the Zero Defects program' 	  
OTHER ASPECTS OF YOUR JOB AND THE COMPANY 
Consider the following items. Rate your opinion of each by circling a number from I to 7 at the left. Then indicate 









25- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Credit Union 57- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
26- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Savings Plan 58- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
27- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Retirement Plan 59- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
28- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tuition Reimbursement 6°- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
20- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Group Insurance Plan 61- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
30- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vacation Policy 62- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
31- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Sick Leave Policy 63- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
32- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Disciplinary Policy 84- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
33- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Promotion from Within 65- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
34- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B4O,M.C. 66- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
35- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 G.L.E.R.C. 67- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
36- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Plant Medical Services 68- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
37- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Food Services 69- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
36- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Management Club 70- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
30-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Southern Star 71- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
40- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Southern Craftsman 72- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
41- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 This Opinion Survey 73- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
42- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Housekeeping 74- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
43- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Morale of Your Co-workers 75- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
44- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Job Security 76- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
45- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Parking 77- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
46- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Pay for Overtime Worked 78- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
47- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Fairness of Overtime Distribution 79- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
46- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Safety Practices 80— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
49- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Company Interest in Community 7- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
50- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Pay Compared to Other 6—  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Omni Companies 
51- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Chance to Meet New People 
in Your Work 
9— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
52- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Usefulness of Paperwork 
on Your Job 
10— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
53- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Opportunity for Contact 
with Higher Management 
1 t— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
54— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Plant Maintenance 12— I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
55- 1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 Information on Company Policies 13-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ZS- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Supervisor's Concern for 14-  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
You as a Person 
YOUR WRITTEN COMMENTS 
You may have ideas and opinions not fully covered in this survey. Write in the space below. if you need more space, 
attach a separate sheet. 
== EMPLOYEE OPINION STUDY 	 8 3 
This questionnaire has been prepared 'by Georgia Tech, at the request of IMO!. management, to obtain employees' 
opinions of their jobs and the Company. The Company and Georgia Tech agreed that this survey will be absolutely 
anonymous. No individual will he identified; the Company will see no records of individual opinions. Only a summary 
of the ideas and opinions collected will be given to the Company. 
NOTE: (I) This questionnaire was mailed directly from Georgia Tech. It should be returned directly to Georgia Tech. 
It will never be seen by anyone from 1=3111. 
(2) You are not required to answer every question. 
PLEASE DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME 
Use the enclosed envelope to mail this quesinaire directly to: GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 
Opinion Study Project, Atlanta, Georgia 30332. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
	
Your Organization Number is 	9— 	" 9— 	1 °— -- 1 — 
(Answeis from small organizations will be combined with those from related organizations to protect individual 
anonymity.) 
Your sex is: Male__ 12-1 	Female 
	—2 
AGE (check one) 	 HOURLY RATE (check one) 	 WORK LOCATION (check one) 
18-29     13-1 	 $2.40 or Less   14-1 	Charleston   15-1 
30-39  	 —a $2.41 - 2.61   —2 	Chattanooga   —a 
40-49  	 —3 	$2.62 -2.82   —3 	Clarksburg 	 —3 
50-59  —4 	$2.83 - 3.03 	 —4 	Dawsonville   —4 
60 +  	 —0 	$3.04 - 3.24 —0 LIP  	 —6 
$3.25 - 3.45   —e 	Logan     —I 
$3.46 or over   —7 	Marietta   —7 
Other    —8 
(write in) 
YEAR FIRST HIRED 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 	 FIELD OF EDUCATION 
1,67     to-1 	Less than High School _ 17-1 	Business or Finance _ 19-1 
1965-66 . 	 —a 	High Schol Graduate _ —a Engineering 	 —2 
1963-64   —3 	Business/Technical School 	—3 	Law  	—3 
1961-62 .  	—4 	Some College . • . • _ —4 	Liberal Arts 	 —4 
1959-60 . 	 --IS 	Bachelor's Degree 	_ — a 	Science  	—5 
1917-58   —6 Advanced Degree —0 
(Write in)  
Other 	—0 
1955-56 . 	 —7 
1953-54   —8 
SHIFT NUMBER 	 to— 	YOUR JOB IS; 
1951-52 • 	 —is 	 (see time card) 
Factory  	20— 1 
Before 1951 —a 
Office & Technical —a 
Professional & Tech 	 ^3 
Other 	—4 
(write in) 
About how many miles is it from your home to the plant/ 
 
21—, 22—, 23— 
 
SECURITY REGULATIONS REMINDER 
In your written comments do not reveal any classified information or Company proprietary information. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On the following pages are some questions which ask you to give your opinions on various aspects of your job and 
the Company. Rate your answers to each question by circling one number on each rating scale, with 7 being the highest 
rating, and I the lowest. Numbers between I and 7 should be used fur ratings bemeen "very little" and "very much" or 
between "not important" and "very important." (LOOK AT THE EXAMPLE 11111C11 IS ALREADY MARKED.) 
YOUR SUPERVISOR'S ABILITY TO GIVE CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS: 
How much ability does he have? 
very little 	1 	2 	3 O 5 	6 7 	very much 
How much should he have? 
very little 	1 	2 	3 4 5 0 7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
not important 1 	2 	3 	4 	6 	7 	very impprtant 
DO NOT CIRCLE ANYTHING BUT NUMBERS 
84 
FEELING A PART OF THE TEAM: 
How much do you feel a part of the team? 
YOUR JOB WORK LOAD; 
How much work do you have? 
.- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 4 .- 	very little 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 6 	7 
How much should you feel a part of it? How much should you have? 
1 .- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 4 .- 	very little 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 6 	7 
How important is this to you? How important is this to you' 
t 2- not important 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very important .2- 	not important 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 6 	7 
COMPANY TREATMENT OF EMPLOYEES: 
How much does the Company consider individuals in making 
decisions? 
ta- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How much should it consider individuals? 
to-- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How important is this to your 
	
not important 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	very important 
COOPERATION BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS: 
How much is there? 
5,- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 
How much should them be? 
.2- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 
How important is this to you' 
..- 	not important 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 
YOUR SUPERVISOR'S TECHNICAL JOB KNOWLEDGE: 
How much knowledge does he have? 
very much 
	
2- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should he have? 
very much 
	
.- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
very important 
	
not important 	I 	2 	3 	4 5 	6 	7 very important 
COMPANY SPONSORED TRAINING FOR YOUR JOB: 
How much training have you received? 
very much 
	
to- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should you have received? 
very much 
	
very little 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you' 
very important 
	
12- not imponant 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY REPUTATION: 
How much prestige does the Company have in the aircraft 
industry? 
Or- 	very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should it have? 
22- very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
23- not important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO COMPANY PRODUCTS: 
How much do you feel your job contributes? 
24- very little 	I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
Howuch would you like to feel it contributes? 
25- ve
m
ry little 	1 2 3 	4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
an-- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
CONTACT WITH FELLOW WORKERS OUTSIDE WORKING 
HOURS: 
How much do you associate with fellow workers outside work-
ing hours? 
.2- 	very little 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should your associate? 
2.- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you , 
as- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
YOUR WORK PLACE: 
How much do your working conditions help you do a good Job? 
I.- 	very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How should they help? 
31- 	very little 	1 	2 3 	4 5 	6 7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
..- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY TO OBTAIN GOOD EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES 
AND MATERIALS: 
How much is there? 
33- 	very little 	1 2 3 	4 5 6 7 	Yery much 
How mueh should there he? 
39- 	 very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 	very much 
3, How important  , 
important 
 s this  , 1 I 	you? 
33- 
4 
HIGHER MANAGEMENTS SUPPORT OF YOUR SUPER-
VISOR: 
How much backing does he get , 
a.- 	very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much backing should he get? 
.7- 	very little I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
0.- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COOPERATION AMONG YOUR FELLOW WORKERS: 
How much teamwork is there? 
..- 	very little I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
very little 	1 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
45- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
PRESTIGE OF YOUR JOB OUTSIDE THE COMPANY: 
How much prestige does your job have outside the Company? 
42- 	very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much prestige should your job have outside the Company? 
4 .- 	very little 	1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
44- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
THE PRESTIGE OF YOUR JOB IN THE COMPANY: 
How much prestige does your job have? 
43- 	very little 	I 	2 3 	4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should it have? 
4 .- 	very little 	1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
47- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
HIGHER MANAGEMENT APPRECIATION OF THE 
IMPORTANCE OF YOUR WORK: 
How much is there? 
.4- very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
..- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
5.- not important 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
RECOGNITION FOR GOOD IDEAS OR GOOD WORK: 
How much do you get? 
.,- 	 very lade I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should you get? 
..- 	 very little 	1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you 
5 .- not important 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY TO CHANGE JOBS WITHIN THE COMPANY: 
How much is there? 
no- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
at- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
..- not important 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION FROM YOUR JOB: 
How much opportunity is there? 
very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
How much should be there' 
69- 	 very little 	I 	2 1 	4 5 	6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
.5- not important 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FAIRNESS OF PROMOTION PROCEDURES: 
How much fairness is there? 
5.- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
.2- 	very little 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
How important is this to you 
..- not Important 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
GOOD PLANNING AND SCHEDULING OF WORK BY YOUR 
SUPERVISOR: 
How much is there? 
4.- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
CO- 	very little 	 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
11ow important is this to you 
7,- not important I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
COMPANY PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE: 
How much is there? 
02- 	very lade I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
23- 	very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
24- not important 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FREEDOM TO MAKE DECISIONS IN YOUR WORK: 
How much is there? 
'23- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there be? 
7.- 	very little 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
22- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY TO USE YOUR SPECIAL SKILLS AND 
ABILITIES: 
How much opportunity do you have? 
7. - 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much opportunity should you have? 
Ca- 	very little 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you 
not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY FOR EDUCATION OR TRAINING TO KEEP 
ABREAST OF YOUR FIELD: 
How much opportunity is there? 
,3- 	very little 	1 	2 	3 4 5 	6 7 very much 
How much should there be , 
14- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
I low important is this to you , 
,5- not important 	 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very important 
OPPORTUNITY IN YOUR JOB TO DEVELOP NEW SKILLS 
AND KNOWLEDGE: 
How much is there? 
la- 	very little 	1 	2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
How much should there be? 
1,- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 7 	very much 
How important is this to you? 
1 .- not important 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
PROMPT ACTION ON YOUR COMPLAINTS AND PROBLEMS 
BY YOUR SUPERVISOR: 
How much 6 there' 
14- 	very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 very much 
How much should there be? 
1°- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
HowJrnportani is this to you , 
2,- not important 	I 	2 3 4 5 	6 7 very important 
INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT YOUR SUPERVISOR 
EXPECTS OF YOU: 
How much information about your job responsibilities do you 
1.- get very little 	1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should you get? 
2.- very little 	I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
Hos, important is this to you? 
2°- not important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
INFORMATION RELATING TO COMPANY OPERATIONS: 
How much information does the Company provide? 
25- 	very little 	 I 	2 3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should be provided? 
2.- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
27- not important 	 1 	2 3 	4 5 6 7 very important 
YOUR SUPERVISOR'S ABILITY TO GET ALONG WITH 
PEOPLE: 
How much ability does he have' 
2 . - 	very little 	 I 	2 	3 4 	5 	6 7 very much 
How much should he have? 
2.- 	very little 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important rs this to you? 
30- not important 	I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
FEELING OF SATISFACTION FROM THE TYPE OF WORK 
YOU DO: 
How much satisfaction do you get? 
31- very little 	1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How much should you get , 
very little 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	very much 
Flow important is this to you? 
..- not important 	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
SATISFACTION FROM GOOD WORK: 
How much satisfaction do you get from doing good work on 
your job? 
34- 	very little 	I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very much 
How important is this to you? 
13- not important I 	2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
PAY FOR THE WORK WHICH YOU DO: 
How high is it? 
0.- 	very low I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very high 
How high should it be? 
32- very low I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very high 
How important is this to you? 
3 .- not important I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very important 
5 6 7 very important 
THE "ZERO DEFECTS" PROCRAM 





24—  The Idea of Zero Defects  	1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25—  Applicability of ZD to Your Job 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
26—  The Fairness of ZD Awards 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
27—  Charting of ZD Progress 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
an— Effect of ZD on Your Performance 	  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
What do you feel is the purpose of the Zero Defects program? 	  
What is the chief result of the Zero Defects program? 	 
OTHER ASPECTS OF YOUR JOE AND THE COMPANY 
Consider the following items. Rate your opinion of each by circling a number from 1 to 7 at the left. Then indicate 









all.- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Credit Union 57— 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 
30— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Savings Plan 59— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
31— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Retirement Plan 99— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
32... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tuition Reimbursement 60— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
33^ I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Group Insurance Plan 61— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
34— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vacation Policy 62— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
35— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Sick Leave Policy 63— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
36— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Disciplinary Policy 64— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
37—  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Promotion from Within 66— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
38—  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 13.0.M.C. 66—  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
99— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 G.L.E.R.C. 	. 67— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
40— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Plant Medical Services 69— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 1— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Food Services 69— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
42— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Southern Star 7°— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
43—  I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Southern Craftsman 71— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
44— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 This Opinion Survey 72— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4u— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Housekeeping 73— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
46— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Job Security 74— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
47— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Parking 70— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
48— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Safety Practices 76— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
49— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Company Interest in Community 77— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
go- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Pay Compared to Other 78' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Companies 
111— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Chance to Do Different 79— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Things on Your Job 
52— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Plant Maintenance 6°— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
53— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Information on Company Policies 7— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
54— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Distribution of Overtime 8— I 2 3 4 .5 6 7 
55-- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Your Supervisor's Concern 
for You as a Person 
9— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
56— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Morale of Your Co-workers 10— 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
YOUR WRITTEN COMMENTS 
You may have ideas and opinions not fully covered in this survey. Write in the space below. If you need more space, 




Original Sample (Males Only) nnermnnneennennrmnnnnnennnnnnn 87 
Cross—Validation Sample (Males Only) nnneenunnneconaanun.rn 93 
Original Sample (With Females) aocloGoo , non000eonng,'Io0o ,, oe 99 
Cross—Validation Sample (With Females) nopoonenonononnoneN 103 
86 
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GENERAL. MULTIPLE RE(IREsSITIN ANO CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
ti4404.11CHEAJT EMi14.4"/ NIMP *engin" 1 144111 60 14 I ; 
	
Okcauou. So ► kiak,.G 	 IHEsiS HGMI/SAL 4*o1411.45 	
I. t 	3. tbullATION 
SAMPLL Siti 	60J 	 tiALeS Ly 
NO. OF iNpEpEm,ENT .4.ii40LES TEN IRE 	j , Teti Los CL, 
NO. OF VLPENOTNT v441ADL1S 
D EP EN t thrf VAr'"ACI " 
NEANS OF INUEPANDE4T A.O bEPE ,JUENT VAALADLES 	 PIC:TUMYL. 
PAy 
1 	2.7/000Uut..9.th, 	2 	(.5eJL, 0uOud.u0 	3 	3.4u8333330+00 	4 	2.5r6664610.00 	5 	3.R04333334.00 . 
VARIA..cEs OF INDFPENDENT Ahu DEPENDENT vARIAULES 
I 6.6153589.11-01 	2 4.6506844/1400 	3 2.003249341+00 	4 3.5605230911 -01 	5 1.420965509+00 
DEPENOENT VARIABLE NO. 	I 	
. . 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
THE CONSTANT TERM Is 	2.95i313320+00 
I 3.805 1 01550 - 01 1 4.uu6u64930-02 
THE ENNOH SUM SQUArcE IS 	3.466237311.01 
3 40111454'20'01 4 .9.304568661'01 
 
    




THE STANEJANU EKROR (Jr LST1WAIE IS 	7.654555751-01 
THE CULFFICIENT OF uLTERmINATION IS 	 6.40946625P-01 
THE MULTIPLE CLFIRELATION COEFFICIENT IS 	8.005927961-01 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
1 4.279213139-o. 	e 1.40356901 -02 	3 2.225949481 -02 	4 5.497603229-02 - 
T VALUE OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
1 9.060692161400 	2 4.967092871.00 	3 1.765059131+01 	4 -1.692480949+01 
- 	ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FEN THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
_ 	SOURCE OF vANIATION 	 U•F • 	 SUM OF 	 MEAN 	 F 
SQuARES SNUARES RATIO 
DUE TJ REGRESSION 	 4 	6.224344021+02 	1.556.16510+02 	2.655363471.02 
OEVIAIION ADOUI hF4mESSIUN 	- 595 3.486237311,02 	. 0.059222379..01 -" 
ILTIAL 599 	1.109543330+02 
CORRELATION 	COLFFIL1ENTS 
ROM 	1 
I 	1 e 0000000uw.ou 	2 	4.02134180.01 
NO4 	1 
2 	1.000u0u0u0.cu 	4 	'6.'10331630.'01 
ROM 	J 
3 	1.0000000v 4 +Ou 	4 	2.0 	919060-u1 
NOM 	4 
4 	1.0U00UUOU 4 s0u 	5 	5.04120487e-o1 
MOP 
5 	1.110000000140u 
PARTIAL 	CORRELATION 	LUEFFICIElfS 
















GENERAL MULIIlLL HLuRESSION ANU cuRNEL4TIUN ANALYSIS 
tIANAGe ► EAAT ENPLOVOZI 
ORIfr14JAL S A riP4.5 
SAMPLE SIZE 	'+JJ 
NO. LO, INoLPEN . JENI mARIAOLI5 	S 
NO. Ur OLPLNLterf 9.414mt,L3 
NE WS OF InutPcNjiNf *NO APINUENT vAHIA6LES 
INC515 46,41/UIF 	RmmmAtIm45 	X 
roux.% ouLy 
J..ftepekitscur VAguAttuiS.  
I. Acre 	1. ebixon,o, 
Z. PAy S. Ton LevCi.. 
3. TeNooke 
Det:Newbet4/ 61■Ammit.E.1  
L. SATiucAttiow (131F SCOTT 
I 	1.110uuuou,•.J., 	2 3.60633333mAJu 
	
3 	7.',20J00•JUO+OU 	4 	3.900333330+00 	7 2.576666670+00 	6 5.66100661.1+00 
VARIANCES OF INILPEAANI AN.) 0EeLNANT VARIABLES 
I 6.61515d 4 3• - u1 	2 1.62uvo550.0u 	3 4.6506o447m.00 
	
2 •003 26 934 .A .00 
	
5 3.5605230 9 A - 01 	6 1o65ee262 , 44.ou 
OEPEAOLVI VARIARLA. Nu. 1 	 _ 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
	
THE CONsIANT ILRm IS 	5.1415549FrAoo 
I 	1 4.521(0 7 4 4- 02 2 5.463146/5r-11 	3 '3.2,359370.02 
■ • 	 ■ 
THE ERROR SUM s4oANE IS d.6U655487,1 4, o2 
4 - 1.4665647.?@-01 	S '7.379629 360'02 
     
      
THE ERROR MEAN Souk4E IS 	10166914960.00 
THE SIANOANO EtiquR JF ESTIMATE IS 	1.20370d/144.0J 
THE COEFFICIENT OF OETEHMINATION IS 	1.3372463,3m-01 
THE MULTIPLE CuRRELAIlu4 COEFFICIENT IS 	3.6569O631P-UI 
■.■ 
STANDARD avlAilOab OF T.iL REGRESSION COLFFICIEsfS 
- 1 7 .lb041523A - 0/ 	1 6.4447.3180P"02 	3 2.516 , 0836@"02 	4---4.4171.37300'02 	1.0522404 131"01 
T vALUE OF REGKESSIJN COEFFICIENTS 
______I____4.104d02;40 v . 	2 __6,1475414.1v4,00_ . _3 .1.2704i5650+00.--4.2.1.3108jj510*00_ 
AuALYSIS uF ymHIANCE 
FUN THE MULTIPLE. LIAEA ,4 HEG.4ESSION 
..._,.. 	.. 	_ _ 
SOURCE OF vANIATIoN 	U.F. 	 SUM OF 	 MEAN 	 F 
...-----..-- -...- ..... 	. 	 SQUARES S4UARES RATIO 
OUE TU RE.HESSI9N 	 5 	1.3206e9mfm+J2 	2.657256930+01 	1,00633516.01 
DEVIATION AmJ,JI RE.4LSSLU•1 	 594 6.6065540,0+02 1.44691496erUO. 
TOTAL 599 	9.9351b333O+02 













6 	1.0o0oJuC. 4 .0 
PAuTIAL, 	C..7.71. , 71 ■ 	• 
1 	..5.1'.#16.5*%9. ,,,i 
I 	4 .152131aY0'01 
J 	2...35992450.01 
4 	-cf./103316,01.02 
5 	2.035•6• - 01 


















6.04120481 4 '01 
3.9J51 6 390 0 '02 












. 	 _ 
REGRESSIoN ANT) cORRELATION ANALYSIS 	Iktalioelyt 	14100411.0: 
I. kolt ebuc.AN 
- 	t ..rdNI/11.1a 	4. Toe La 
Peociorsart VARIPitla  
S. KVTUAL. Poky 
SALpinigt, E/iPLoyet-5 
Coftl4N44‘.. S.0.44PLA 
SA4LL SUE 	IS5 4  
M1. UV INMVENDENT 44;14 ,, LFS 
	
4 
N3. Of OEPENLJENT VARI4DLES 
THESIS SALARY/SAL RAAHAT2A73,x 
HALES 141..y 
MEANS OF INDEPOWNI ANT) DTPECJENT VARIADLES 
2.16114523/0.0,1 	d A.67/15J190.00 	3 4.611840520.00 	4 2.934531450.00 	5 3.744469630 , 00 
VARIANCES OF Ift:DIPiHtifhl AHD IfiAlhOENT VARIABLES 
1 	d.937321500-01 	2 /.y4643v660.00 	3 6.51/350520•01 	4 	1.331613490.00 . S 1.526561020400 
DEPENDENT vANIARLL NO. 1 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
   
THE CUNSTANT 'ERR IS 	-3.510290610-01 
I 4.66745450001 2 6.13/15582f-02 . 3 3.9495504011-01. 	4 3.25431123P-01 
- --THE ENNOR SUM SQuAME IS 	1.393004160303 
	THE ERROR NEAN.S0uAld. IS. 	8.973626290•01. 
jyrsrAgopic E,0100 UF ESTIMATEIS 	9.472922594..01 
THE COEFFICIENI OF UETERHINATION Is 	4.1361, 7396P-01 
THE MULTIPLE EMIT:L./MOT COEFFICIENT IS 	6.4317r5Tre-ot 
STANDARD DEvIAIION6 OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
3.12423952002 	2 1.0261R97631 -02 	 3 - 2.7009593311, 02 	4 2.411352154-02 
T VALUE OF REGmEsSIUN cdEFFICIENTS 
     
1 	1.50035055 14 .01 	2 5.9653395130+00 	3 	1.4422749241 +01 	4 	1.34623794P401 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
	
.IntIRcE OFvAmIATION  	O.F.A. 	 SUM OF 	 - 	MEAN 	 F 	 
SQUARES SQUARES RATIO 
DUE Ta RrepiEssiam 	 4 	. 9.832514284+07 	2.4581465/%1 402 	2.71 9 2 4 12011 402 
DEvtAriam AuOUt RE6HESSIUN----- 1553 1.393604160+03 	 8.973626250*01 
TOTAL 	1557 	2.376855680.03 
OFPENDENt VANIARLE NO. I 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENIS 
Rnw 	... 
1.0(inuacloo4.nu 	- .1.1090245p-0 	"3 •2.279195990•01 - 9 4'093105400-01 " -S 5.014200691"01- 
7 1.0000600(0.40U 	3 -2.2691296/0-01 	4 '4.2095659/0-01 
. ROM .3 
3 1.0000000 4 00 	4 	lotr2f3t9rP-ol 	5 	I.,41/Flo74-01 
NO4 4 




PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
5 3 04014 530 P -0C 
              
                
                
                
                
3.558066164-01 	2 1.49/555350-01 	3 	1.4 , 1162642P-01 	4 	3.232717660-01 




SAMPLE 517E 	1558 
NO. Of TN1LPENuENT vAR146LEt 	5 
NO. OF OEPEN0EsT vARIAdLts 
GENERAL MULTIPLE REGRESSION AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
THESIS SALARY/DIE RAwmAT20737 11 
nuts ow%.y 
twonros.volthitt_Mtgami.‘a  
I. Ma 	4. Ebucivtiow 
L. pay S • Toe Levey 
3 . Tinquiti 
bcpc4t c.,41 \hull ck LE 
MEANS OF 	1NJEPENoENI 	4 ,10 DEPENDENT 	vART401.ES 
30+00 	3 	4.677 1 	2.164652170.00 	i 	3.7064698 	 150190+00 4 4.641848579,00 5 
6. 5 ATISLAC -TION 
2. 9 34531450+00 	6 
(DIF 
5.66480616.40o 
VARIANCES OF 	INnERINoENT 	AND DEPENDENT 	vARIARLES 
• 
1 	6.9,23208o-01 	2 	1. 5 2 6 5 6 1070+00 	3 	7 :9 4643 9 660+0U 4 11.51.715057Pmo1 5 1.331613490400 6 1.922353230+00 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS. 	-- 
	
THE 	CONSTA.T 	TERM 	15 	 5.5631873 9 0+00 
 
1 	1.0320401/0-02 	2 	1.970144730-01 	3-2.860093750-02 4 -9.635620270-02 5- 7.00894684P-02 
THE ERROR SUN SQUARE IS 	2009511710+03 
• ----- • - 
THE ERROR MEAN SQUARE 	151.874696270+00 
THE slAN0ARo ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	IS 	1.369196210+00 
THE COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION IS 	2.792160600-02 
THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS 	1.670975940-01 
STANEIARo nEvIATIoNs or THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
I 4:831912020-02 	2 3.667716300- 02 
	
3 1.503073820'02 	4 4.154001078 - 02 - 5 - 3.542240240- 02 
/ VALUE 0 REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
1 1.455343324+00 	2 -5.371581360+00 	3 -1.902629860+00 	4 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
         
'2.324077280+00 --S- -1:198291120+00 
   
         
          











   
    
DUE TO REGRESSION 	 S 
DEVIATION ARGOT REGRESSION - 	'I552 
TOTAL 1557 
   
     
.04ELATION cnErfICIElyS__ 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO. 	1  
Rnw 
I 	1.-650000004w00 2 -5.o15 	054p-01 - f 546146245p - ol 4 '2.17405994-01 ---17-1:3631055 -001,, OT--,--6--v;4293371180 0 02' 
R'14 	2 
2 	1.00000000 6 .00 3 	3.840145300"01 4 1.247771070'01 5 4. 7 12539730'01 6 1.41786362P-01 
' 004 
,-3 	1.100000000.00 4 - 2.264129674 - 01 5 4.209565970-01 6 2.37303563 0- 02 
R1 0 	4 
4 	1.00000000 0 .9U 5 	11.472731970 - 01 6 2.60166052002 
Rnw 
5 	1.00000000 0+00 6 	3.160r40720 - 02 
Row 	6 
6_1,000000000+Ott 
PARTIAL CORRELATION COLFF1cIENTs 
1 	3.0 9 10 74904 '01 2 	1.351002 9 4 0 '01 3 - 4.824453140 - 02 4 '5.863866730 - 02 5 -4•51297226 0 -02_ _ 
91 
Oovimy Etiouctif IOU 
On MAL SA•ew 
SAMPLE. sI/r 	21.,1 
No. or 1.oc.f ∎ or•, T 4ARtAHL1s 	4 
ND. Or orprNorNT vARIARLIs 
GENERAL MULTIPLE PFARESSION ANn CURRELAITUN ANAL15IS 
THESIS HouRLY/54L 441.144732700x 
HALES CO4t.y 
Tin t 	 ALA-- 
3. EbutAlt %OM 
2, :DM UM 	4 . To* Lav■A• 
Thrpe141)t.wrr VAel• ►0 LE  
5. AC1 um. NI 
MEANS Or TROF0PeryT AN1 1TOT4OENT VARIARLFS 
I 	'.1S111771 4 a.mq 	2 	4."115 4 tR 44. 00 	I 	'.5744197141400 
	4 	1.116171516Ju 	5 	5. 7 00 4 43324400 
VARIARCE5 or TmororNorio AND ntRENnENT vARIARLES 




THE CONSTANT TER. IS 	3.R6o9N61A4+00 
_ 1 7.875592oi4-m2 2 	1.901195384-n1 	1 	1.45 3 55(1 16 0 'DI 	4 2.093225BR-01 
THE ERROR Sur, SollARE IS 
	
3. 7RO 7 4 886 0An 3 
_TOE ERROR WEAN sowIr IS 	1.6727/6?76.13 
.. • 
THE STANDARD rwAn/ Dr ESTTMAYE IS 	I.293159I9AA00 
THE cnEFFIFIF41. or OrTERNINATION IS 
	
2.03053ImAp-ol 
_THE NULTTPLE C0 00 rLATTO 4 cnFrrIeTENT IS 	4.5oA14232p-n1 
STANDARD DEvIATTD.Is nF 	RFGREssin4 cnEFFIcTENts 
1 30943,456 4- 12 	2 1.2o996494m-q2 
T VALUE nF Rumrc ,“nN cnEFFIFILNis 
3 1.80807930'07 	4 2.753186974-02 





7.7103 41 98 0a.00 
ANALYSIS Or vARIANCF 
FOR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR RFnossiuN 
SOURCE Or o4RIATIo4 	O.F. 	51M OF 
SonARLS 
DUE To Rrnorscil" 4 	9.580197374+07 
DEVIATION AllOuT or.RuSSION1 	- 7248 3.r50 , 816504, 01 
TOTAL 2252 	4A71II6840 4 .01 
MEAN 
SIUARFS 	 RATIO 
2.395199344 4 02 	1.431913511, 402 
1.877725274 4 00 
CORRELATION EIEFr I cTENTS 
DEPENDENT 	vARIARLE NO. 
RON 	I 
1.nnononon4Amq 	2 	'.5150744661-11 3 ' 7 .1 44 15257 4. 01 4 -1.0532189010-04 5 	2.95234053A-DI 
RON 	2 
2 	ion000no04.n1 	°I.QA1 4 53D1sa-11 4 -4.c163268A20.02 5 4.0115359p-01 
ROW 
3 	I.Onnoono0A+80 	1,712974940'11 5 4,500784074'07 
ROW 	4 
4 	I.n000non)a+no 	5 	1.1' ,1186 7 9 4 ..01 
ROW 	5 
5 	1.nnollnql.•11 
RARTIA1 	rongri 4TT ,Iq 	roFTifr[F41S 
I 	S.O 1417 1 454 '1 7 	7 	1.171 ,116 1 40..11 1 1,1 47 10947 4 ■ 11 4 1.81 7 2 849 20`01 
92 
GENERAL MULTIPLE REGRESSION AN0 CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
tIcsmul Emool.cApAgi 
00.14.4•44....S4osa.ii 	 THESIS RODRLT/DIF mAwmAT3eF00* 
Kiwis omy 
Twoes3exstseNrr VA0.4044.01  
1. AciE 	4. E. m FAT ow,1 
• frvi  
54uPLE 	Siff 	2:,,, S3 
NO. 	Uf 	INMPENJENT 	/ARIARLES 	5 
No. 	01 	OFVfNOFNT 	VA4IAdELS I 
REARS 	OF 	INOLPINOFNI 	AND 	OFPENOENT 	VARIABLES 
3, T.E.A.oirtL 
bErtNADET41 	YA ft %MILES ; 
L. 	L,.Tisi•kotop.4 
I 	2.150022101 .00 	2 	5.7008433204, 00 	3 	4.880159 7 90 .0 00 4 7.52640673/400 5 1.71637616..00 6 5.254771420.00 
VARIANCES 	OF 	INDEPENDENT 	AND 	OFPENOFNT 	VARIABLES 
I 	1.2225v8 8 uP+00 	2 	2.045140?3P.00 	3 	6.97763 9 05P 4 00 4 1.166358190+00 5 1.02032222.4 00 6 2.435062700+00_ 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
THE CONSTANT 	TERM 	IS 	4.145a5d584•00 
I 	1.135163 7 2(4 '01 2 	1.29405135P - 01 	-1.19550654402 4 4.844619100-02 5 3.72t507454-02 
THE ERROR SUM SQUARE 	IS 	5.3476727:41+03 
THE ERROR MEAN SQUARE 	Is 	2.379916694400 
THE STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 	15 	1.54269/A644°0 
THE COEFFICIENT 	OF 	DETERMINATION 	IS 	2.48146196P-02 
THE MULTIPLE 	CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 	IS 	1.57532.416..01 
StAiIJARD DEVIATIONS OF 	THE 	REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
3014469g 0 - 02 	2 	2.515/6624P-02 3 1.52179414P - 02 4 3.13320444.-02 5 3.1278I737.'02 
"---Y - VALUEOF - REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
I ? 
3 -705590185P-01 4 1.546218640+00 5- 1 	2.685226560.00 	2--5.0176626.+00 I .1-1IF3-627 90 40T 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
DUE TO REGRESSION 


















DEPENDENT YARIARLE NO. 1 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
I 
3" -6.i3607 9460'01--- 4 - *T.18616252 0 '01 5 '1:632I59010'01---4--ti-339126974- 02 -- 1 --1-.0000000-00.00 271752340530-01-- 
RO4 	2 
r 2 	1.00000000.4 00 
ROw 
3 	4.03115359m - 01 4 	4.5oor649to-02 5 P I .3601067R-0j 6 f.39327552.-01 
3 	1.00000000P.00 - 1.941453010-01 _4 S 	'4.06126462P."02 6 6.94993784P02 
RO4 	4 
4 	1.00000000O.OU 5 	1.732974440.•01 6 	3.0264346361 02 
RO4 	5 
5 	1000900001 .0u 6 	6.761467500-02 
104 	6 
, 	6 	1.000000004.05 
PARTIAL 	CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
1 	6.07560 13 501 '02 2 	1.075792°3P-01 3 	.1.657047200-02 4 3.260156494-0, 5 2.358506350.02 
93 
tlAN Wit% ttIT E-.44f Le14445. 
Cabs/ - VAAADA-now SA054, 1-6 
sAmPLE 511F 	6^1 
No. OF INN- PEN:or - 7 vARIAHEES 	4 
NO. OF DEPFN0ENT vARIAHLES 
GLNLRAL MULTIPLE REGRESSION AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
THESIS NGMT/SAL HANmATI.45 
FIALA S ONLY 
'ro p e  g•tiweakrr VAn.14444%.“: 
I. lkcie 	3. A.OAI4ATI oV  
. Tag, LEV* L. 
$>aPse4ott NIT \Ammo:IL";  
$. Ac.-cum. Pay 
MEANS OF INDEPEWWNI ANL) DEPENDENT vARTARLFS 
1 	2.70633313a.flo 	2 7.516 6 66A/R*o0 	1 	1.830333330400 	4 	2.54333333piuu 
VARIANCES nr TWDENnENT ANU DEPENDENT VARIANCES 
I 	1.014379521-01 	2 4.676049640,00 	3 	1.77181692e4, 00 	4 	3.25164162E1•o3 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NU. 1 - 
REGRESSION COFFFTeTENTS 
-THE CONSTANT TERI. IS 	2.61AAN0b2o.00 
1 	3.A3I97513*-,11 2 	9.991033020-02 	1 	A.2256570841 '01 	4 - 8.536977520-01 
THE ERROR SUM sonARE IS 	3.7160028w.02 




   
THE STANDARD FRRIR OF ESTIMATE IS 	70027732AR-0i 
THE COEFFICIENT or DETERHINATIUN IS 	 6.04160430 -01 
THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT Is 
	
7.77283052w.01 
STANDARD DEvI4TIoNs OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
- I 4.101541050-02 	2 1.E44207200-02 	1 2.534350040.02 
	
4 5 . 98709 1 4 34, 02 
VALUE /IF ITEGRESsrON COEFFICIENTS 
1 7.499510154.on 
	
2 5.46256942R.00 	3 1.66 , 3533/Pon 	4 -1.4258vE30(1 4, 01 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FON THE mULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
	



















.DEVIATION AMIE PFGPESSIUN 
	
595 1.716n025 1VO4.02 6.2453o25o0-01 
TOTAL 599 
	
9.19 7 95801 +02 
DEPENDENT yARIRDLE NU. 	1 
CORRELATION cnErrTETENTS 
Row 










3 '1.on861937P - 01 
4 '2,40215420, - 01 
5 - 5.682 ,e81020-01 
3 4.26 4 93,5611- 02 	4 -1.18091930-01 
4 '1.7 4, 141444'01 	D 	2,91515,00441-01 
5 5.353610030 -01- 
5 	3.96216/8141 .01 
PARTIAL copprtArInN crEnIctrNis 




4 - 5.(145615310-DI 
94 
GENERAL HpLTIPLL RrG9rsS1ON ANn rORRELAIluN ANALYSIS 
nA0M010414400%er LJIMUILLi 	 IworlirwcwrAJT 161 ,nluel: 
CADS-116LATIft11c0.3 Skim► fue 
SAMPLE. cl ∎ F 	6n6 
NO. OF TN,rpENnr•T vARIAHLFS 	5 
No. OF nrrrworN7 9401AHL35 
MEANS or .Nnr6046rNr aND oFprNuENT vApIAHLFs 
	
2084313134+80 	2 	3.705000004+00 	1 	7.53666667 4 +00 
	
4 	3.816333330+Uu 	5 2.503.113330400 	6 5.90166667t...130 
vAHIANas nF 14orPFmorNT AN1 oFMEN01.51 01 4I4ALES 
7.044179520 - 01 	2 	1.567251 , 60.00 	1 	0.676AA964g+ou 	A 	1.77161692osou 	3.251641620-01 	6 	1.614604310.0U 
OEPENDINT ■iARIARLE NU. 	I 
REGRES51n.r CrIFFrT6IFNT5 
THE CON5T , N1 7E9" Ic 	5.679294220.00 
. 1 	1.41.611466-m1 2 	1.410 4 7036 0- 01 	1 - 2.960623624'82 	4 •6.63016221/P702 	S - 1.509 566200-01 
THE ERROR 5144 59 1 14PE IS 	9.100706300+82 
THE ERROR MEAN S°11461 15 	1.533465710.00 
_ THE 574H8A40 ni4n4 nF E511 0 4 7E 15 	1.238131820+00 
THE COEFFICIENT ir nFTER4INATInN 15 	5.822973600-02 
THE moETT6LE cOpqrLATIng CnEFFIrIENT IS 	2.0308360p-0i 
OiNuAlin -FyIATInNs nF TrIE crGwEssinN cnErFirFFNIS 
1 7.15.006 ,310-n2 	2 6. 1123 9 03 0 30 - 02 	1 2.746466774- 02 	4 4.61032500-u2 	5 1.066663230-of 
T VALUE nr REGFT ,rsioN raFFIrItios 
I.076667014.6n 	2 2. 97 3 9367 30+00 	3 - 1.077975464+00 	4 ."10783231304.00 	5 . 1.389168580+00 
ANALYSIS Or VARIANCE 
FOR 1RL MULTIPLE LINEAR 0E0415510N 
50u2CE nF 9 A01ATIoN 
 
Sum OF 	 mE4P4 
581141415 64110 
5.611970364+01 	1.126394070+01 	7,445414170+00 
4 .106786.300+02 1.53i465/14.00 
9. 6 71983330 4 02 
 
na TO 4F -.9FS5In" 






DEPENnENT VAHIAHLT NO. 	1 
cnRRELATT6N 	COFFF1rIVN15 
ROW 
1 	1.nn643nnOn 0 +nn 	2 
Row 	p 
2 	1.0"000n64•fi n 	3 
pOw 	1 
3 	1.60 ,,0o00o 0 +66 	4 
Row 4 
4 	1.6nn010004.O1 	5 
pnw 	5 




I 	R.6Q4nost0 4 -m7 	7 
1.962367610-n1 
2.964570041 ► •61 
'1.68 ,0'1931 0 '01 
-2.481115424401 
'1.658F0,330•01 
3 	4.06706620 0 '01 
4 	5.35A61601A-01 
S 	- 1.14/1610A 4- n1 
6 	5.671095616-O2 
















Fm1- 515 mcm1/011. 	444mX11445 	X 1. keit 	1. E. Our-AMA:AI 
PAy 	S. Too Levet. 
To4una 
b coin., Dor 	VAmArlui.: 
L. SATtsrmatem (tots Secw.4 
S'A011414b EAPLoyet.S 
•Ckes/ VALI b "Cn4 SIANRue 
SAMPLE ST7F 
4n. OF TInTarnrmr ,tARIsHLFs 
40. Or IFPFBOTNT ROIABLLN 1 
HAW t 614,-)9 t. Telitslii. 	4 . 'Sea %Joffe 
Depet4boir VgAMO Ur:  
. At Aa. Poly 
4 	2.91 7 20154 ,1 .00 5 3010516329+10 
4  2.21347878p.92 
STANDIRI OEVIA11 145 nr THE Tit:514E5510N COEFFICIENTS 
7. 9,551984544-13 	1 2.64817734 6 '12 
-1 -VALUE IF REIRESST1 4 CILFFICItnTS 
D.F. so4RrE or vARTAT1O 4 
0E 13 E417E4T VARIABLE 40, 	1 
ROW 
7' 1 1 
ROO 2 
ROW 






1.000Ano10 0 +10 
2 
1.0104Ann0 64 10 
7 
1.00011A010 4 +in 
4 
ion41 ,1 1010"In 
S 
1.00041000 44 00 
1 - 7.1024460 4.'11 
A 	1.124417554 . 01 
1036 141116 0 .Ap1 
2 5.02423172 4 '31 
-3 .. 3.11453924a'a1 
A - 1.51333 76 5 4 -11 
5 5.114407384 - 11 
4.374263610-01 	5 5.045051366•41 
95 
4I4EVAL MULTIPLE RETATSATU4 ANO CURRELAIIUN ANALYSTS 
utscp9411,..EF  
T4ESI 5 SALARY/SAL K4ARAT26 ► 373 	 Athz• 	• 3. f.totsettoi 
REARS nF INIERTvnro all arAF4nF4T VARIABLES 
202976t778+.18 	2 ii.644040226.11 	1 4.514770/1 4 .01 
VARIA4FF0 nr TNIr.FN^FNT An) 1t ,r4JT4T vAlTATIES 
1.02•M 7 016041n 	2 5.373(2551,010 	1 0.61075375 p.n1 
DEPE40(4T vARTAILE 4D. I 
REGRESSII4 corFr ► rTE 4 T5 
THE CINSTANT TER ,• IS 	-5.64353;M-01 
I 4.no9n ► 015 4 .11 2 S.2ntesT74R - n2 	1 A.28116116 4 '11 	a 	3.011. 734601 •01 
THE ERR4a SO4 SIBiRE TS 	1.256975264.13 
THE ERROR BF44 S19A6F TS 	4.19385225 6 -11 
THE STA41A44 FRamet OF ESTImATE TS 	9.92659304,-01 
THE COEFFICIENT 1r oFTERmINATION TS 	A.656/33740-01 
THE MULTIPLE TORgEL ATTo4 TnErrICIENT TS 	402412651R-01 
I 	1*4 0 37 4 3744+11 2 	9.5 0 7474824+n° 	1 	1.74 4 446705 04 11 	4 	1.572685314+,11 
141L1Sic or 4ARTANCr 
r3R THE AOLTIP , ;.: I.PlEAR REGRESSION 
■-__ -,-----------.- 
CORRELATION CIEFFY0F.ai 
PARTIAL TonRELATTn4 corFFITTryTs 
1 1.5034 725 2 3 '11 2 2.12414657a ■ 01 1 A. 95 6 136 07 6 " 01 4 	3.70651106 6'01 
4 	1.3720 ► 3d8.400 	5 t.51nbe46311 450 
DOE in RF.RESSIlm 
	










8,9 4 3452266-11 
RATIO 
3.383654894+02 
-104/611590-02 4 .1,289852550.01 	5 "4..84453219,"02 
THE CONSTANT TERM IS 	5.468321140.00 
_1 4.356181480-02 2. 2,553923510-01 
.A.1434781310 "02. 
2.03555352 8-01 
____ _THE CLIEFFICIENI OF UETERM1NATION 
I____ __THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS 
-- ■ ------- 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
F°1-1 THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
96 
NEARS OF 	INOTPENDENT 	ANU U(PENOENT 	VARIABLES 
G . 	arAgalele (NC Ste 
"e19 761f , 04, 00 	I 	3 . 7 102531440o 	3 	4.6854'1 4220.0u 4 	4.5b4724o1e.vo 	5 	2.911201540.00 	6 	
5059,193625p.00 
• -- 
VARIANCES OF 	INDEPENOENI 	ANa APENOENT 	VARIAdLES 
1.024dti911w,0 0 2 	1.510884630.00 	3 	6.17172651o.00 	4 	4.61025375/ - 01• 	5 1.372o7386# 4, 00 	6 	211004097V11.6 00 
DEPENDENT 	VARIABLE 	NO. 	1 
_REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
THE ERROR SUM SQUARE IS 	3.135429300.03 
.THE.EHROR MEAN SOLIARL.IS 	2.020250840.00 
ENHOR,UF_ESIIMATE_IS ____1.421355280•00 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 	THE 	REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
1 	4.637428240•02 	2 	4.009025790-02 	3 	1.544355000'02 	4 	4.231428490'02 	S 	3.765 5 07530 .02 
VALUior REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
1 	9.393520590•01 	2 	6.370428120' 4.00 	3 	'1.196364630+00 	4 	'3.048267390+00 	5 '1.28641820.00 
	
.511URCE.OF. vARIAILON 	U.F. 	 SUM OF 
DUE TO REGRESSION 	 5 





3.27056085 0 +03 
..MEAN 	 I 
SQUARES RATIO 








6 -A.252035720 - 02 
3 -3.035411250-02 
4 	-2.202486060-01 	5 	4.374263610-01 
5 	5.016807380-01 	5 	1.841858100-01 
6 	7.349917250-02 
6 	1.232603150•01 1 	1.0000000OP+Oo 1 	5.045851360-01 
ROW 	2 
2 	1.0000000uyo0o 	3 	3.868012140-01 
ROW 	.1 
_3 	1.000oLwooprOu 	_ 4 -3.014539240-01 
RON 	4 
4 	1.0000000u0.0u 	5 '1.514437650-01 
ROW 	5 






1 	1 .5953 1 1500-01 4 •7.714557180-02 	5 	"3.26366006f-02 
N E N ER A L NuLTIPLE RE GR E SS I ON Ahu C4RNEEATION ANALYSIS 
THESIS SALARY/UTE R4n4AT247$7X 
!WM. cx.A.y 
SATABIED El‘Pus411e5 
(Abu .. yo.E.4001-C1004 CAPIMUIL 
SAMPLE SIZE 	1558 
No, of INnEPENuFhT vARiatIEFS 
NO. Of UEPEWENI VA4IA13._LS 
1 LAW_ 4. b
% 
 owl. to hi 
L. PI 	S. Teri %Awl. 




GENERAL MULTIPLE REGRESSION AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS 	----- ------ -- 
TAmeptwoc-orE V3A.RtholtAitX *.sow 
01/%411 
2.. NiumuLG. 4. Tog 
tofPtwomu,r, VAII.IliaLE. • 
S. Acluoil. FAY 
tioulouuy (nous/I:As 
Otoss -14u ow•T PW44P71. 
SAMPLE Sill 	2254 
NO. of InntemENT va4tArcFs 
Nn. OF OEPENDENT vARIA4ELN, 
THESIS HOuRLY2sAL RAHHAT34F00x 
MACES ONLY 
MEANS ur 	INDEPENDENT 	AND c:EPENDENT 	VARIABLES 
1 	2.144252118.00 	2 	4.928539721.40J 	3 	2.469596091+00 	4 1.6839169244.00 5 5.10439414144 00 
VARIANCES aF 	INDEPENDENT 	4.40 	DEPENDENT 	ORTAbLES 
1.26,9298/4400 	2 	9 . 01578 1 5 0 44 00 	3 	1.212774130.00 	4 1.018426104+00 '5 2.004052 6 29 4 00 
DEPENDENT 	vARIARLE NO. 	1 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
THE CONSTANT 	TERM 25 	3.67069131400 
! 	 1.1 4 u:00m - 01 	2_ 	1.664689421 - 01 	3 	1.932932241-01 	4 2.222689034701 
. 	THE ERROR SUM 50uANE 	IS 	3.412692351.03 
	
n _____THE. ERROR_ MEAN SQUARE 	IS __I,.544F91979400 
THE 5IANDARn ERROR OF ESTIMATE IS 	1,242896614400  
THE COEFFICIENT of DETERMINATION IS 	2,305351114-01 
THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION EnEFFICIENT IS 	4,8014072140 .01 
--- 'STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF -THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
— 1 -055720461-02 ' 3 - 2.4845152E1-02 	4 - 2.64614E9E8-02 -- 
I VALUE OF REGRESSIONCOEFFICIENTS • 	" 
" - 1 3009405381+00 	2 1'a, 13443294+01 - 3' E.279916949400' 4 8.4004E1389400 - 
- ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSInN 
SOURCE OF v11414E104. 	D.F. 	 SUM OF _ 	 .._  
' SQUARES 
ouE TO REGRESSION 	 4 	1040434154+03 
DEVIATInN ABOUT REGNESSIUN - 	2248 3.472692354403 
TuTAL 2252 	4.5t31265041 4.03  
MEAN 	 F 
- - SQUARES ---- - RATIO 
2.601045A744, 02 	1,6A31/711940P 
1.544E91978400 
_ . 	... . . . _ . . - . . _ _ — — — — . — - - _ _ . . . _ _ _ . 
- 
- 2' 	6.51426906p.01 
3 	- 1. - F3145100-01 









- 2,420529E 5 0'01 	4 
- 0 .4670925E4•02 	5 
M.19145661M.02 
1.619226010-01 	4 
• __ ■ • 	----•-.••• ■ _ 
NO. 	I 
*1.148049244.02 























SAMPLE 517r 	22" 
NO. Or iNDEPENDEmT vApT4HLES 	5 
NO. mr DEPENDENT v4RIARLIS 
GENERAL NATIPLE REGRESSION *Po CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
THESIS HOURLT/Ulr NA4NAT3.700X 
rmuirs, co.rLi 
TwoetakmearT thym ►otais; 
I. W.A. 	q . Ewe-AI-tow 
a. Pal S. Too, UoAct. 
3. Te.woluE 
tlivtwrearr Vivatuut  
6. Aciuwt Q Ay  
MEANS Or INMEPENmrNT AND 0EgENOENT vARIARLFS 
I 2.1 44 252114 4 n0 	2 5.rn43941401.00 	1 402 15539724400 
	
4 2.469594094.00 	5 1.453974920,00 
	
6 5,290937420,00 
VARIANCES or TNnr4ENnENT ANY DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
I 4.24242047.1.00 	2 2.004057620400 	i 4.0157645D4400 	4 1.212774134..00 
	
S 	1.016426104.00 	6 2.360723300.00 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO, 	I 
- REGRESSTON COFFrIcTENTs 
THE CONSTANT TERU IS 	4.3fm355240400 
	
4 1.46644425.-0i 2 1. , 58 , 11500 - 01 	4 '7.645469970-02 
THE ERROR SUM SQUARE TS 	t.206626300403 
THE ERROR MEAN SnuARE IS 	2,317235560400 
THE STANOARO ERROR Or ESTIMPTE IS 	1.522,46 4 81400 
THE CnErrIoIENT nr OFTEmmiNATIoN IS 	2.060071170-02 
THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS 	1.435294401-01 
-- STANDARD 0Evi4TTnNs Or THE REGRESSION Cn(rrICTENTS 
3.443606 7 3 4'07 	2 2.543103 7 54'02 	s 1.495109384'02 
T VALUE Or REGRESSION cOLFFIcIENTs 




4 3.063621724-02 	5 3.291364440.02 
4 2.104595360.00 
	
S 1.471259030400 - ------- 
ANALYSI4 Or VARIANCE 
FOR THE MULTIPrE LINEAR -REGRESSION 
D.E. . 	SUN OF SMuRCE Mr 10 10041'10N 
SQUARES 
OUE To RERREssImm 	 5 	1.09520570p.02 
DEVIATION ABOUT !EGRESSION 	2247 5./06828300403  
TOTAL 2252 	5.416444870403 
MEAN 
SQUARES' 
2.190 4 11410401 
2.317235560400 
RATIO 
9.452692031. 4 00 
  
        
CORRELATION COEF 7 TCEENTS 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO. I 
   
     
ROW 4 
I -- I 	1.00000000 44 40 
Pow 2 
2 1.00000000 44 00 
• ROW 
3 1.0mOmmom0 44 00 
Row 4 
A 1.000000004 4 n, 
Rom 5 
5 1.4100000m0 84 00 
PON 6 
6 100000000 44 m0 
2 1.1402',254"01 
3 4.E 7 0 7 1 64 344 '01 
a -1.1. ?31453o0-ol 
S 1.609 201 27 11 '01 
6 4.8,7956941'02 
1 4.5142690AP - 01 
a 4.2614146670-02 
.4.462092570 , 02 
A 4.325457TAP-02 
4 m2.42052 974 4'01 
5 1.4745024 9 0-01 
6 4,396830704.02 
S "1.1400492411-02 	6 -6.550765440"02 
6 	1,14604723P-01 
- 7 	" 
PARTIAL CORRELATION cnErFlofrOs 
7.46916711 4 -47 
	2 6.616039934-02 	3 '3. 7 50511224 -02 	4 4.4354167990-02 	S 2.259382574.02 





bE106.64bIll4T VAR-0504C 4. IN Ceti 
.1,9166.9699409091T \MAAS vt$ 
4. EtOCAT ION 
s. Top 61V161. 
SAMPLE SITE 	16 6 4 
NO. OF IN , F6ENuF", VARIABLES 	5 
ND. OF OE4ENnENT VARIABLES 1 
SMM.A0916GD EttPubriltS 
ORKailkl At SAMP Le. 	 GENERAL muLTIPLE REGRESSION ANO CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
99 
MEANS OF 9NDEPEN 0 FNT AND DEPENDENT 	VARIABLES 
I 	1.027431420900 	2 	2.169526106900 	3 	4.725665/96+00 	4 	4.507281400400 5 	2.911471320900 6 3.66563541000 
VARIANCES OF THOFRENDENT AHD DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
1 	2.6665599970-02 	2 	9.464616590.01 	3 	B.247846676+00 	4 	9.736622260.01 S 	1.424472190400 6 1.536421070400 
.• 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO. 	1 
REGRESSIOM COEFFICIENTS 
THE CONSTANT TER" IS 	5.23393722P-01 
1 	•9.135787010•01 2 	4.364909430.'01 	3 	8.035212396.02 	4 	4.005480830 ■ 01 5' 	3.1194/7690-01 
THE ERROR Sum SQUARE 	IS 	1.341110460403 
THE ERROR 	MEAN 501PARE 	IS 	8.396611400.01 
---
THE STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE IS 	9.163411700-01 
THE COEFFTCTENT 0F DETERMINATION IS 4.551481451 - 01 
  
THE MUETIoLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 15 6.746763260'01 
  
      
      
,_____$TAHOAponEvIAT10 9JS OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
	
.1.406706450 ■ 01 	2 2.865964640-02 
	
9.877728940'03 	4 .2944203110P-02 	S 2.222089830.02 
T_VALUE_ Or REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
I •6.499062440+00 	2 1.523005170401 
	
3 8.134675946+00 	4 1.649225150+01 	5 1A403048600601 
. 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
-DUE TO REIRESSION 
DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION 
TOTAL 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
D.F. 	• 	SUM OF 	 MEAN 
SQUARES SQUARES 
S 	191210773204903 	2,242154641+02 




   
   
      
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO, 1 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
ROW 
1.0040000044n0 	2 '3.269330230..02 
ROW 	2 
2 	1.00400000 4 '00 	3 	5.124143160 . 01 
ROW 	3 
3 	1.006000000'00 	'2.999570560.'01 
ROW 
1.00n00p00 414 00 	'1.629409000•01 
ROW 	5 
S 	1.00600000 41 400 	6 	4.613692620•01 
ROW 	A 
6 	1.00600000 4 '00 
PARTIAL CORRELATION coErfIcIENTS 


























GENERAL mNL1IPLE RE6RfsSIUN &NO CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
THESIS SALARY /011 HAwmAl22316x 
%mg rftttAl.61 
1:1400)",011,41 Vrovukaler. 
I. S6A 4. Temome 
	
1. Atif, 	1 , EDUCKT106./ 
3. P'y c.. 700 Lzvezt... 
NCEW 'sewn' VARA A IL Le  
SATtsfAcmeoP4 (ATP SCArie 
S 9./36627260-01 	6 1.42447119P+0u 
SAL,ftancD 
Octicomv.. SATipm 
SAMPLE SI•F 	100 4 
No. or 1N , rPrk , rvT vAnIAHLTS 	6 
NO. OF orr, F4nryT va014hLtS 1 
vARTANCTS or /4nry[VRINT AND RIRTNOFHT VARIANCES 





7 	2.04 ,144752 14 • 0, 0 
DEPENDENT VARIAHLE NO. 1 
REGNrSSIn. CrirFrIcTrNTS 
THE CONSTANT TE4u IS 	4.7446861R0.00 
1 5.21 70759 61- 0,l 2 1.73106035P-01 
	




5 ' 6 . 6 63 , 5053P-02 	6 ").01024z6u6.0w 
THE ERROR Slim SQUARE IS 	3.1528/7741403 
THE ERROR MEAN snnARE IS 	1,974250311.0o 
THE STAMoiRO FRRnR or ESTIMATE IS 	1.405 0 801ee+00 
THE COEFFICIENT "F orTERmINATIoN IS 	3,795000750..02 
THE 	MULTIPLE 	CORRELATION 	COEFFICIENT 	IS 	1.948076171 -01 
STANDARD nEkti nyin4s OF 	THE 	RFGRESSION 	coErriciENTS 
----- 
1 	2.1011 75616a-01 	2 	4.702724331-02 	3 	3.835796164-02 	4 	1.545652401-02 5 	4 -. 047462261-02 - 6 3.61126140P-02 
T 	VALUE Or 	REGRF 5 SIDN COEFFICIENTS 
1 	2.42150416 4 +0o 	2 	2.617759481+00 	3 	5.12 4 526106+00 	4 -1.064336216.00 S -1.651244680+00 6 '1.387393690400 
ANALYSTS 	OF 	VARIANCE 
FOR THE 	MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
SOlioCE 	OF 	■ 0 4R/AT10N 	D.F. 	 Slim 	OF 	 MEAN F 
SIOANES S Q UARES 	 RATIO 
DUE 	TO RE,aF s sinm 6 	1.243716390+02 	2.071660644.01 	1.049948240+01 
nEwTATTnN 	AgooT 	orG6rsSION 	1597 3.152477741403 1.97 4 25 0 310.OU 




I 	1.00o000004 . 0 0 	7 '3.269330231 - 02 	3 "1.62 6 073194 - 01 	4 	3.3329419214 •02 S •5.35539161P-02 6 • 3.3513617101-06 
7 	1.4747n495 4 -07 
ROW 	2 
2 	1.0onO0n00 04 no 	3 	5.062250390.01 	4 	5.t241431611-01 	S '2.165170510•01 6 - 	4.4272662211 .01  7 T.Apvvviuvp - oi 
ROM 	3 
3 	I.on0000n0 04 00 	4 	3.930642770 0 01 	5 	IA42716750- 01 	6 	4.613692620-01 r 	1.646100991-e1 
POW 	4 
1•00 ,500n00 0 .O0 	S '2.9995 7 056 1 '111 	A 	4.4032371 0 '01 	7.50754651-02 
Rpm 	5 
S 	1.001006000.60 	6 '1.624404m1-01 	7 -2,604654050'02 
ROM 	A 
6 	1.0onn0no0 6 4.n0 	7 	7.07023314 4 -02 
ROM 
7 	1.00n000000 4.(10 
pARTIAL 	coPorEATTom 	cnErrIcIrRis 




SAMPLE SI7F 	21'0 
NT. OF IN , FFEN0ENT VARIABLES 	5 
NO. OF DFAINpFhT VARIABLES 1 
GENERAL MULTIPLE AEGREsSIUN AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
THESIS HOURLY/SAL RAwmAT302274 
541114. PePIAAAS 
TimtePtAIOSNT VARIABLW.  
1 . St■A 	 5 -Scil Uvc.L. 
z Acs:. 
3 , icuuar: 
4, EtwArkoo 
MEANS OF ANDEPE4oFNY 	AND OFPFNuENT VARIABLES DOW110041 VFATAFILL: LoCoMe. 
1 	1.174621410A00 	2 	2.112 4 95421.00 	3 	4.696665450 4 00 	4 2.536826661,00 5 	1.16.263251.00 6 5.43129.1511+00 
VARIANCES OF INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
1 	1.154796170'01 	2 	1.116566 1 61+00 	3 	9.17 , 734666s00 	4 1.177620570400 S 	0.926249931.01 6 2.25349 4651900 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO. 	1 
REGRESSION COEFFIcIENTS 
THE 	CONSTANT 	TERM 	IS 	5.360 4 66720.00 
1-1.601685 , 11.00 2 	1.111 4 63291'01 	3 	103 3 5 280100 . 0 1 	4 1.625050010.01 S 	1.977345371401 
THE ERROR SUM SQUARE 	IS 	3.912990231.03 
THE ERROR MEAN SQUARE 	IS 	1.059046931400 
---- THE STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE IS 	1.201910961900 
--- THE COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION IS 	3.537006071001 
THE MULTI LE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS 	5.947311311-01 
STANDARD mEvIATioNs Or THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
	 I 6.111629190-n2 	2 2.917026691.02 	3 1.045310920-02 	4 2.2191071711 .02 	S 2.513552201.02 
	T VALUE Or REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
	
1 72.621989F2A.pt 	2 4.836105061900 	3 ,1. 7 5 57 26524.01 	4 7.322990231,00 	5 7.866,36621400 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
SOu9CE OF VARIATION 
DUE To REr;AEsSioN 
DEVIATION AR0uT REGRESSION 
TOTAL 









       
       
        
        
   
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO. 1 
    
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
      
RON 	1 
1 	1.00100000 11 .00 	2 "2.576061910 ■ 02 
ROW 	2 
2 	1.00 ,000001W0 	3 	6.787664291-01 
ROM 	3 
3 	1.00400000 40 00 	4 	.1.704446131.01 
ROW 	4 
4 	1.00000000 114 o0 	5 	1.683056131-01 
ROM 	5 
5 	1.00m00000 4.00 	6 	6.322413101-02 
ROW 	6 
6 	1.0010000001 00 
PARTIAL ciARELATInN COEFFICIENTS 
1 04.492 492 0111- 01 	2 	9.233072051'02 



















■ --- 	 • 
6 0 3.4726107110 0.1 
1.490102366.01 
11E114E55104 COEFrici,:w/s 
1 4F CdN511N1 T14M IS 	3.551514479400 
I 	3.4373111e4-A 1.341504449-0I 3 	1-00791774?-01 4 .7.435452446.07 	5 4.664751849•12 	6 30366156714.02 
2.1356V4390-01 THE MULTIPLE COPRFLATTLIN COEFFICICNT IS _ 	. 
_ 	. 
A 9.743633616600 	5 1.646596460400 	6 9.442664550•01 
I vALOt OF REIRFSSII,* COEFFICIETIS 
I 9.73990011 0 +na 	2 3.6'1641656+0o 	3 4.132829166+00 . 	. 
- 	RATIO - 
2068153726481 
	
snuRCE OF VARIATION 	 O.F. 	 SUM OF 	 RCA% 
SlOARES 5qUARES 
DOE TO 1T.;PFSSInN 	 6 	3.04364 6 5o +O2 	5.072 , 474 9 g401 
DEvlaTIoN adaill Ar4qrA5/0.4 	272? 6.3685607/0+03 2.319662290.00 




SPINA Sl!F 	271,1 
Nn. fir INntetv.iNT vanIAWAS 	6 
Nn. OF olPINOE61 vA4I4dLtS 
1/4114vCI5 OF I.11FvfN , rNT ANO nrRENorNT v44148LIS 
I 	1.•47)61t2-11 	2 	1.16 6 5 -3666o400 	3 	7.75343365esop 
1.1450171j 	) 
Too lekstswoo VAStuk ► ut S  
Sisk 	1. "reIAA* 
2. AlE 	S E ue.xt sow 
3. PAy 4. Too Levet. 
besPowbrwr VAALt^tLE:  
7. SAIWZACT0,4 (b;c SCWW) 
4 	9.t77734484r00 	5 	1.17762057 4 4(1 0 	6 8.924249930.01 
OFPFN"IFNI vaPieratE NI. 	I 
THE rmlok SOH SQUARE "S 	6. .3601560759403 
THE ERROR MEAN 5u•A4F IS 	7.334662799 4 0 6 
THE 3IANDAR11 (w °AP JF ESTIHATE IS 	1.57959541 9 400 
THE COFEFICIEHI OF ATERMINAIION IS 	4.5611465IN-02 
• STANGARn nEviATIoNs 1r THE RE4NEssION cnrrrICTENTS 
- 	0.66,6261r0.n2 	2 3.70677059P-02 	3 2. 6 26 7 097 7 *mo2 	6 1.3060875 6-02 '5 2.117623869-02 . 6- 3.21491437p-02 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ' • 
FOR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
OEPFNOENT vARTaRiF NO. _ . 
CON4FLATjo0 CrILFFTOENTS 
RO4 	I 
----- 1 - 1 .10POO OOD.400 
r 	1.'1)7 ,33331Q-11 
2 ''•576088 9 I 0 412 3 - 3. 04 77610719'01 4 2.7 0 401674 1 -1I3 5 	7.461183901- 0,2 - 6 - 1.00814046P - 01 
ROW 	1 
- 	7 	1.000G00 11 6 4 inc 3 	3.34 9 695258-01 4 A.767664790'01 5 - 7.050539179-01 6 •4.247257494-n2 6 .09 622 7 239 - 02 
ROW 	3 
3 	1.0600000u 4 40O 4 	6 .06 6 2525 7 0-ol 5 2. 6 367 79 4OP - 02 6 6.32241318a-07 7 	1.011a6606-02 
Rnd 	4 
4 	1.1onlo006 0 .90 S 	- 1.79444611 4 -01 6 '4.74151375 0 '02 4.66532044 0•07 
RO4 
5 	1.0000401t,w4O ,, 6 	1.883458136-01 7 4.760vt005...-02 
ROW 	6 
6 	1.0600°0o0 44 0 1 ) / 	5.27364794 0 -02 
ROA 	r 
7 	l.00noolocaolo 
pARtiat 	17 ,INNfL4TIo,. vIEFFIcIENTs 
1.43514 9 44 0 •111 2 	6.90 0 65574 0-12 3 7. 6 966 6 0066-02 a -3.3405347 6-n7 S 	1-16(165001 0'02 6 1.60964795P'02 
UNEHAL NUMMI' Rr(IRrssinN AN0 cnR4FLATIoN ANALYSIS 
40TIRLY/Olf a4w.4413 ■ 7Z71 
441314 P/14011.11.1 
103 
GENERALNuLITPLE REGREsSIUN A60 CURREL 41 IUN ANALYSIS 
7.606110whitlx6Fr Vokcimmu41;: S46.8sarab Lmocage-cs 
SAriPLAZ 	
THESIS SALARY/SAL RAwNAT24316A 
A. Lboe"Atom 1.. Sc4 
SANPLE Sf , r 	1414 	
WITH ft/iPA*=1 
II6 NO. Or iN ,FmENOENT vARIAHLTs 5 2. AGM 7641 LOAC  
NO. OF PFPFNOF6T VARIABLES 
3. TICNOCUE 
beFENDICKT VAKuAC1101; * 
ACTUAL. ARy MEANS Or INDEREmmENT API] akPENUENT VARIABLES 
	
1 1.67mo2519IA466 	2 2.213216 9 6 0 *00 	4.404110698mf00 	•.6109 , 257B+Q0 	S 2. 9 51v95olp.00 	6 3.723192029.00 
vARIANcFs nr INnFRENmENT R.4n DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
I 2.00mr17o66-R2 	2 4.P26oi2AA•-ol 	3 4.19AlF5FA6.00 4 8.916458419 .01 	S 1.165153971400 	6 1•549031351400 
11_ 
	 DEPENDENT vARIABLE NO. I 
	 REGRESSInv COEFFTCIENTS 
THE CONSTiNT TER... IS 	6.117971581W-01 
1 '1.0060 , 011 0 4O0 2 0 + 0 500 00 12 0- 01 
THE ERROR SUN SSWARE /S 	1.40411095 0 +03 
5.62418530a-132 4 - 6.3351 ,9229P-01 	5 3.33429552R-01 
     
     
      
       
THE ERROR MEAN SloA0F IS 	8.784E2602P-01 
THE STANDiRn ERROR OF ESTIvICIE IS 	9.3f375422p-01 
THE coEFFTcTENT mr nETERHDNATIUN Is 	6.36529219p-01 
THE RULTI0LE CORRELATION crIEFFICIENT IS 	A.56188303R-01 
-_-.---_STANDARD :1E918111ms OF .THE. REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS _. 
1.39/627500-01 	2 2. 9 2 4,5 1 6 1P - 02 	3 9.839504420-03 	A 2.603116319 -0e 	5 2.30264636P-02 
7 VALUE Dr.REGRESION CILFFICI1NI 5 
1 -T.868141559.60_ 2 L.521 6 366111 +01 	3 5. 7 1 5 923340+00 	4 1.667152 61 9+01_ 	I.44602 ,8 21401 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE mULTINE LINEAR REGRESSION 
_ 
SOURCE nE 9/RIATI1N 	 0.1. 	 SOH OF 	 MEAN 	 f 
._... 	 SQUARES SQUARES 	 HAII0 
nuE In RF,RE5simm 	 5 	1.n74970310+03 	2.157954(1,20+02 	2.455927150+02 
- DEVIATION REc1HT RFr,RESSIO4 	1598 1.40 4 119950+03 6.84/26520-01 
TOEAL 1603 	2.A83n97250.03 
• 
     
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO, 1 
  
• 
CORRELAT1mw COEFFI C IENTS 
   
    
ROW 	1 
1 	1.nn8n0:006 4nn 
ROW 	2 
2 	1.nn ,ononnA., mn 
Row 	3 
3 	1.nOn01)0o0 0 •oo 
Row 	4 




6 	1 • 00npo1)noe+mq 
PARTIAL 	enRRELAIInH 
-1 .61 	649430-01 
2 '3.79044245P-02 











6.655743314 - 02 
-2.26275317.-01 






























9.466246640400" DUE TO 4F-0E55114 
0Evt4Tiny 4q00f 
TOTAL 
S01t'YE 07 v10TATION 
Sftamem Exiftcopias 
Cam VAtmoorigat.1 SR.Patr.t 
SAMPLE ST ,F 	14 1 4 
NO, OF 1N-EPENOrvT yikalAilLES 	A 
NO. OF nr-F NOFNT y4414605 1 
ardRAL MULTIPLE 111500111H ANO CORRELATION ANALYSTS 




I. UN 	4. Tr_ 144,,„e • 
Z. A“. Etwastvio,4 
3. Pky L. 7oti %ion. 
NEARS or 	rivorpErerre 	ANO DEPINWENT 	v4c114dLTs 
I 	1.07- 0 2S1virinn 	1 	2.213/160661.00 	3 	1. 7 2 3 142026.00 
+4631444, 90 
VARIANCES nr 	TNnr6FrinFst 	AND 0ERMENT 	VARIABLES 
4 4.646408964400 
booty or- Vouti 42 LE 
7. 	SAIrols AcT sow; (PIE Sco; 
S 	4.6105, 72SIP,00 	6 	2.951995010400 
I 	20101717664-n2 	2 	4.726012669.01 	3 	1.54'0031154400 4 8.14417574p40U 5 	8.vr6450410•1 6 1.36175.16(11400 
105.7 7275 4.60 
DEPENOENT 	vARIABLE 40. 	I 
REGRESSIO' COFFFIrIrmTs 
THE CnNSTorT 	TER. IS 	5.07452669..00 
6 67 7 ^ 37 0 77 A - ^1 	2 	1,0760ABJ19'03 	3 	/a/ 47 0450 6 '01 4 '2.57 9 22 556 9.0 6 5 	•1.579347051.01 6 0 6.830000259.02 
THE ERROR Sum SguARE 	TS 	3.032296614.03 
THE ERROR 	WEAN sltiaak 	IS 	t o 8V874553 0 4(10 
THE 	Si4140.00 7144 0 4 OF 	ESTIVATE 	IS 	1.377969759.00 
THE COEFFTCTENT 	nr lEyEqmINATIoN 	Is 	3. 4 77359460'n7 
THE MULTIPLE 	CO4RFLATIO4 	c0EFF1cIEmT 	IS 	1.951 3 1 3 044'01 
STANDARD ,EvIATInms nr THE 	REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
I_ 2.0844417311-I1 	2 __ 6.600352539-02 	3 	1.677320076-02 1.661126909-02 S 	6 .1460 (0239.02 6 3.600136969-02 
T 	V4LUE 	Or 	RE,IREcirp, 	CILFFIcIENTs 
3.24,718A,..fl0 	2 	2.361012'1 6P-02 	3 	4.165766976.00 A '1.76523036440u 5- .3009261961400 - 6 - 1 ■ 34161710pe00 
ANALYSIS Or vABTANU 
THE RILTIPLE 114140 kE,PE551UN F OR 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO. I 
COR R ELATTHN CnEr7 f TEN T S 
POW 
1 1.00.'00000 24,10 - 3.79444245O-02 - 1.756106566 - 01 4 6.65570331P-02 5 -1.171677729-01 	6 5.732916399.02 


















1.00-nnon0 94 /10 
• nnnl0onoe.60 
1.00. 1 00006460 
6 





6 -2.176263 4 1.-11 
7 5.610824369-n2 
S 1.667710414 - 01 




1. 34 64 112 3R .I t 
  
       
        
         
           
pARTIAL Cn R 4E1ATInN 1011110ERIS 








Houami ErWUrill S 
CROSS Oho- loATNNA SAAPLA. 
SAMPLE ST.E 	271/ 
NO. Or INnERF.DENT vARIANLES 	5 
NO. Or PF6EInFNT v4614HLES 1 
GENERAL MULTIPLE REGREsSIUN AND CORRELAIIUN ANALYSIS 
THESIS HOURLY/SAL HARHAT3472/4 
WSTSS FICHALIZS 
Itetuse l: 
I. 	 1. E. bUcA-Tt ow 
. AGE 	c. TOO Ltvek. 
•wac. 
thcv ..s wrr \Attu NO 1-d  
. A CT U As. INCOME 
MEANS OF TNIIEPENmENT AND DEPENDENT vARIASLFS 
	
I 1.177774 , 68+00 	2 2.155368770.00 	3 4.909PS/096 4 00 	4 2.50404687..00 	5 1029502/0.00 	6 5.00416640.00 
_ 
VARIANCES OF TN0F0ENOiNT AND MONTANE vANTARLES 
_ 
I 1. 4 7415372s - 01 	7 1.7 4 931726m.00 	3 A.986930739.00 	4 1.136630210400 	-. 6.14T66/040.01 	6 0.330903340400 
DEPENDENT V4N1ANLE No. 
REGRESSION COEEFTCIENTS 	 ____ 
THE CONSTANT TER ,' IS 	5.330595041..00 
I -1.55A7.1353.1.nn 2 4.3,6E166640-02 	3 2.10064751.-01 	4 1.50149360.01 	5 2.40162624;0E- 
- - 
THE ERROR Sum SOHARF TS - 4.1913/562...03 
THE ERRITR HEAN souA4E. IS 	1.539749220+00 
THE STANDARD FmRflo nF ESTIuATE IS 	I.741A5443P+00 
THECOEFFTcIENT mr nETERNINATIoN IS 	N.4084438401 -01 
THE NULTI ,LE COR ,IFLAYI0'4 COEFFICIENT IS 	50381807p-0T 
_STANDARD nEvIATI rINS OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
_ A .6.33705t739-n2 	2 2,7/386/9034 - 02 	3 1.02 1 01 9974- 0 2 	4 2.31001 7 0R- 0 2 	5 2.597680074.02 
_I _VALUE Or REGRESSION CJEFFICIENTS_. 
..1._!*2.45/7 4 714,...n1 	/_ 1.540004124 4 00 	3 7.045351240 4 01 	4 6.0 46 2 476 O4.0v 	S_ 4.2446023341 .p0 
ANALYSTS OF VARIANCE 
FOR THE muLTIPtE LINEAR REG0ESSEUN 
50DnCE 01 vARIATI1N 	 D.F. 
DUE TO RFr-RESS1•N 
	
5 
_ nEVIATT(IN 4;1(w1 Rr,nEssIDN 	2723 













DEPENDENT VARIA9y: NO, 
   
     
Now 




3 	1.00100000 4 +00 
RON 	4 
4 	1.non00000 4 •10 
ROW 	S 
5 	1.non00000 4 4n0 
ROW 	6 
6 	t.0 0 q 0 o0n0 4 + 1 0 
pARTTAE 	CeIRRELATInN 
■ 4.2610161qa-1)i 
2 - 2.60730814 0- 02 
3 	6.329J/6190- 01 
4 	-1.533g420,4 ■ R1 
5 	1.541750174-01 








- 714250719m - 01  . 
-5,8370R575P-02 
5.41561004 0 '02 








1.31016402o - oi 
S 	1.090741704-01 





C* -14.usemlow S/1471.4 
SAMPLE SIZE 	029 
NO. OF INDEPENDENT VARIANCES 	6 
NO, Uf OEPANUEN1 VARiAtiLLS 1 
GENERAL HuLIIPLE REGRESSION ANo CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
THESIS HOORLY/DIF RAmmATJ•127X 
WITH carMAJRS 
INQ .fP101IT►tNtVIA11110AEWLS  
1.S.34 	C. enx.A-11.141 
2. AGG .. Top Levt4. 
3. P ■cy 
DeP414 IAN ettrr VO414 I  
7. SAT'S F Acrlohl Off Scev.t) 
MEANS OF INUEPLNOENI Amu UEPENDENT VARIABLES 
1 1.172224260400 	2 2.155368270400 	3 544 0 74166 4 0 4 00 
7 5.371564600.0v 
VARIANCES OF INDEPENDENT ANu UEPENuENT vigil/kW-Es 
1 1.426'S3/0.'01 	2 1.24 9 312260400 	3 2.330903330.0 00 
7 2.410276E6040v  
4 44904057090400 	5 2.504946870400 	6 1429571210.00 
4 8.96003873113 .00 	5 	1.13863 021 7 +00 
	
6 6.767667096'01 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE NU. 1 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
	
INC CONSTANT ItRN Is 	3.484032830400 
I 6.658761410-U1 2 5.417o51210-02 	3 1.459038740-01 
	
4 '2.0415892311 .02 
	
S 5.067200961'02 	6 5.1215985441402 
THE ERROR SUM SQUARE IS 	6.281054330403 
THE ERROR MEAN SGOARE IS 	2.30514454400 
THE SIANDAHu ERROR OF ESTIMATE IS 	1.519050510400 
THE COEFfICIENT OF uETERNINATtON IS 	4.474047820402 
THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS 	24115194510401 
STANOARO DEvI411UNS OF THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
1 045697758 411 402 	2 i.415916827.02 	3 2430635 4 097-02 
T VALUE OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
1 	14010383 4 511 +01 	2 1.702925310400 	3 4.939/39300400 
4 1.350614970402 	h 21053107390 602 	6 2.220666660'02 
4 •1.511599740400 	5 1.783052740 4 00 
	
6 1.565106900+0V 
ANALYSIS OF yARIANCE 
FUR THE MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
DUE TO REGRESSION 
DEVIATION A8UUI mEuRESsION 
TOTAL 













DEPENDENT VARIABLE NO. 	1 
1 	140000004040v 	2 •2.60308147402 3 •3.695/29170 0 01 4 444413716460403 5 1.696795737'02 6 1.090761717'01 
7 	14154071541 401 
ROW 	4 
2 	1.000000000 4 0u 	j 	2.797483220401 4 	6429376197'01 5 42442507190 4 01 6 5.66236223P-03 7 2.600612360'02 
ROW 
3 	1400000QT/01 40u 	4 	4.085015680.01 S 	5.815610100 402 6 9.965294830.02 I 2.665697690•02 
ROM 	4 
4 	1.000000000 4.0u 	-1.5i39e20/7.01 6 -5.83/07575e-02 7 2.554191307402 
ROW 
5 	140v0000000400 	6 	1.5711501 	ot 7 	4.712784777'02 
ROW 
6 	140000u00o1440o 	7 	/.327i7101+.-02 
ROW 	/ 
1.00000u0u040v 
PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
1 	1490120506414 01 	2 	3.20e2731111 .02 3 	9.625662160'02 4 •2.896019920 4 02 5 3,715577217-02 6 340.76981114002 
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